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Commercial Success and Patent Standards: Economic Perspectives on Innovation

Robert P. Merges†

This Article criticizes a recent line of patent decisions in which the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit has considered evidence of an innovation's commercial success in deciding whether to award a patent to the innovator. Professor Merges briefly reviews the history of patent law and concludes that one of its principle purposes is to reward "invention," or the achievement of a significant technical advance and thereby to spur innovative technological development. He notes, however, that recently, the Federal Circuit has begun to consider "secondary factors," including the financial success of a commercialized invention, and the extent to which other firms have licensed it, in determining whether the invention constitutes a significant technical advance worthy of patent protection. Moreover, he asserts that the Federal Circuit has increased dramatically the importance of these factors by not only giving them substantive weight, but also by reducing evidentiary and procedural obstacles to their use.

The Author employs empirical economic research and economic theory to illustrate that this trend is counterproductive. Reliance on secondary factors, he argues, tends to reward nontechnical achievements such as superior distribution systems, marketing decisions, and service networks, instead of rewarding actual invention. As a result, he concludes, the Federal Circuit's decisions may be impairing the patent system by rewarding inventions that are commercially successful but that represent relatively minor technological advances. The Article concludes with some alternative approaches that more appropriately proscribe the use of commercial success and licensing as factors in determining patentability.

I

INTRODUCTION

New economic challenges now face the United States. Both government and private industry have expressed growing concern over increased competition from abroad and declining growth and productiv-
ity at home. This concern has produced a heightened awareness of the importance of technological research and development, and along with this, a commitment to enhancing the incentives for firms to develop innovative technologies. Since patents are considered one of the most important incentives to innovate,\(^1\) it is no surprise that policymakers have become increasingly interested in strengthening the patent system.

The most important step toward reform of the patent system came in 1982, with the creation of a unified court for patent appeals, the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. The Federal Circuit has increased the stability and predictability of patent doctrine, to the benefit of innovative private firms. Notwithstanding these benefits, one trend in Federal Circuit decisions actually threatens to undermine the patent system's key economic goal of encouraging technological advance. A recent line of Federal Circuit decisions has emphasized such factors as the financial success of a commercialized invention, or the extent to which other firms have licensed it, in deciding whether it is patentable. By relying on this "objective evidence" of patentability, as the Federal Circuit calls it, the court threatens to transform patents into rewards for such nontechnical achievements as superior distribution systems, marketing decisions, and service networks. In so doing, it has begun to undermine the patent system's traditional emphasis on rewarding invention. Thus the Federal Circuit, created by Congress to strengthen and stabilize the patent system, may actually be weakening it by rewarding inventions that are commercially successful but that represent relatively minor technological advances.

My goals in this Article are twofold: First to show that the Federal Circuit's emphasis on commercial success is fundamentally unsound and second to generate interest in economic research dealing with innovation. In the remainder of this section, I sketch out some basic assumptions and requirements of the patent system. Section II focuses on the development of commercial success as a major "objective" factor in patentability. In Section III, I analyze theoretical and empirical work by economists who have studied technological invention and innovation. Drawing on this analysis, I argue in Section IV that the current overemphasis on commercial success is counterproductive. The final section proposes some alternative approaches that more appropriately proscribe the use of commercial success and licensing as factors in determining patentability.

A. Invention, Innovation, and the Patent System

Although there are a number of ways to describe the stream of

---

1. See infra notes 158-67 and accompanying text.
events which begin with an idea for a new product or process and end with its first commercial sale, economists who study these events have settled on a few standard terms to describe them. As part of my analysis, I will need to distinguish between two of these terms—invention and innovation. The distinction between invention and innovation is crucial to an understanding of the development path of new technology. Moreover, this distinction is crucial to an understanding of the functions of the patent system, and how the system's structure carries out those functions.

An invention refers to the practical implementation of the inventor's idea. This often takes the form of a prototype or model. An invention, then, is more than a concept (it is usually a tangible thing), but less than the fully worked out product or process first offered for sale to customers. An innovation is the "debugged" and functional version of the invention: the version first offered for sale.

In many cases, an invention will become part of an existing product or process, in which case the innovation is just a new version of the product or process. In other instances, the invention will constitute an entire free-standing product, and will be sold essentially by itself. In both cases, however, the innovation will in all likelihood be different in significant respects from the invention due to the changes necessary to turn the invention into a commercial product.


3. A patent application need not be backed up by a working model or prototype. The filing of the application constitutes a constructive "reduction to practice" of the idea. R. Choate, W. Francis & R. Collins, Cases and Materials on Patent Law 111-12 (3d ed. 1987). The application, however, must disclose more than a mere idea; it must also indicate a "specific tangible means or way of carrying out the new idea." Id. at 111; cf. 35 U.S.C. § 102(g) (1982) (rule of priority between two inventors who arrive at the same idea).


It is important to note that the distinction between invention and innovation has been criticized as a simplified dualism by some economists, who argue that the process of development is actually much more of a continuum. See R. Nelson & S. Winter, supra note 2, at 263. The structure of
We can clarify the function of the patent system by using the terminology introduced above. The patent system has one Constitutionally mandated goal: "to promote the Progress of science and useful Arts..." While there are various ways this goal might have been carried out, Congress settled upon a simple arrangement. Inventors disclose what they have discovered or invented, and society rewards them with a patent. The dual functions of disclosure and reward are the essence of our patent system.

A successful patent application, then, has to disclose something new. Through the patent system, society obtains the benefit of both an innovation (assuming the invention is perfected and introduced for sale) and, at the very least, an invention—that is, a significant technical advance. Patents are published when they are granted so others may practice the invention once the patent has expired and, more importantly, so others have the benefit of the inventor's discovery. Although

the patent statute, which is constructed around the notion of identifying and cordoning off a discrete invention, necessitates such a distinction. See, e.g., 35 U.S.C. §§ 101, 102, 103, 112 (1982 & Supp. III 1985). Even advocates of the continuum view, such as Nelson and Winter, find it necessary to divide the innovation process into rough stages (at least conceptually), making their work accessible to a student of the patent system, despite that system's perhaps Procrustean insistence on the identifiability of individual inventions. See infra note 199 and accompanying text.

5. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
6. See, e.g., MACHLUP, ECONOMIC REVIEW, supra note 2, at 24-25 (discussing the "exchange for secrets' thesis" of the patent system); Stedman, Invention and Public Policy, 12 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 666, 666-67 (1947). Older cases in fact often referred to a patent as a "contract" between an inventor and society at large; the "consideration" given by the inventor was said to be the information on how to make his invention. See, e.g., Century Elec. Co. v. Westinghouse, 191 F. 350, 354 (8th Cir. 1911); Seymour v. Osborne, 78 U.S. (11 Wall.) 516, 533 (1870) (referring to patent as a governmentally-granted "franchise").
7. The requirement that the successful application describe something new is in 35 U.S.C. § 102 (1982) (novelty); the requirement that the new subject matter be adequately described is in id. § 112: "The specification [in the application] shall contain a written description of the invention... in such full, clear, concise and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the art... to make and use the same, and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention."
9. Mansfield, How Rapidly Does New Industrial Technology Leak Out?, 34 J. INDUS. ECON. 217, 221 (1985) (identifying patent applications as one channel through which new technologies leak out to competitors); Stedman, supra note 6, at 666; see also 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) (1982) (providing for one year grace period after publication of article describing invention during which application may be filed, thus encouraging early publication of results); id. § 102(g) (1982) (in determining priority of invention, inventor who conceives of invention first but does not diligently reduce it to practice before another inventor does will lose out, since public interest in disclosure is important). For a discussion of § 102(g), see Automatic Weighing Machine Co. v. Pneumatic Scale Corp., 166 F. 288 (1st Cir. 1909) (prior conception does not lead to priority where there is a lack of diligence in reducing an invention to practice).

There is a significant amount of evidence showing that inventors in many fields rely on published patents for technical information. This evidence takes several forms. First, trade magazines describe at the practical level of the R&D manager the benefits of patent data for keeping up with competitors. See, e.g., ALCOCK & LOTZ, GLEANING CORPORATE "SECRETS" FROM PATENTS, 8 CHEMTECH 532 (1978); Alcock & Lotz, Patent Intelligence and Technology—Gleaning
some have questioned the efficacy of this disclosure function, the patent statute and case law—not to mention commercial practices—repeatedly demonstrate its vitality in the patent system.

Although a patent need only disclose information about an invention, there is still a good deal of development work necessary to turn the invention into an innovation. Thus, the patent system rewards innovation only indirectly, through the granting of patents on inventions. Some theorists have argued that this is a fundamental flaw in the patent system. They contend that the original function of patents was to reward innovation directly. Accordingly, they propose a new patent regime that would provide direct protection of innovation by awarding innovators exclusive rights to mar-

Pseudoproprietary Information from Publicly Available Data, 18 J. CHEM. INFO. & COMPUTER SCI. 65 (1978). Second, some scholars studying the interdependence between technological fields present data showing citations to patents in scientific articles—an indication that patents contain technically useful information. See, e.g., Basberg, Patents and the Measurement of Technological Change: A Survey of the Literature, 16 RES. POL'Y 131 (1987) (reviewing the whole field of "patent bibliometrics"); see also Carpenter, Narin & Woolf, Citation Rates to Technologically Important Patents, 3 WORLD PAT. INFO. 160 (1981). Third, detailed case studies of particular industries demonstrate that patents played an important disclosure role in the development of many technologies. See, e.g., Koenig, A Bibliometric Analysis of Pharmaceutical Research, 12 RES. POL'Y 15 (1983). Finally, some commentators have even suggested that the line between science and technology is becoming increasingly blurred as evidenced by the cross-citation between patents and scientific articles. Narin & Noma, Is Technology Becoming Science?, 7 SCIENTOMETRICS 369 (1985).

10. See Kahn, The Role of Patents, in COMPETITION, CARTELS AND THEIR REGULATION 308, 317 (1962); cf. MACHLUP, ECONOMIC REVIEW, supra note 2, at 76-77 (questioning whether the patent system is, on balance, the most efficient way to serve this disclosure function).

11. See supra note 9.

12. DIRECT PROTECTION OF INNOVATION, supra note 11, at 2-3. However, as discussed later in this Article, some Federal Circuit decisions concerning patentability suggest protection of innovation as opposed to invention. See infra notes 57-129 and accompanying text.

13. DIRECT PROTECTION OF INNOVATION, supra note 12, at 1-2.

14. See DIRECT PROTECTION OF INNOVATION, supra note 12, at 1-2. This theory appears to contradict some recent historical scholarship. See, e.g., H. DUTTON, THE PATENT SYSTEM AND INVENTIVE ACTIVITY DURING THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 1750-1852 (1984). In this thorough review of the role of the patent system during the "first" Industrial Revolution in Great Britain, Dutton concludes that the system was instrumental in fostering the development of almost all of the key technologies of the era. In addition, in chapters on "Trade in Invention" and "Investment in Patents," he documents the historical connections between patents and the financing of invention, illustrating along the way that, contrary to the assumption of DIRECT PROTECTION OF INNOVATION, the early patent system did not reward innovation directly, but instead played much the same role it does today. Id. at 122-74. In addition, Dutton argues that the patent system's inefficiencies actually made it close to an ideal system, since it encouraged invention but did not prevent access to new technology by those who would try to improve it. Id. at 204-05; see also MacLeod, Accident or Design? George Ravenscroft's Patent and the Invention of Lead-Crystal Glass, 28 TECH. & CULTURE 776, 776-80 (1987) (describing long time lag between invention of patented lead crystal glass and introduction of final product with "bugs" all worked out); Scherer, Invention and Innovation in the Watt-Boulton Steam-Engine Venture, 6 TECH. & CULTURE 165, 187 (1965) (documenting the improvements to Watt's patented steam engine technology).
ket newly introduced products.\footnote{They would thus shift the focus of patents to what I have identified as the reward function. Disclosure would still be served in the sense that competitors would have access to the innovator's product, and could presumably learn something from it. But the current system's goals regarding disclosure—early and fully enabling descriptions of the innovation—would be substantially forgotten.} They would thus shift the focus of patents to what I have identified as the reward function. Disclosure would still be served in the sense that competitors would have access to the innovator's product, and could presumably learn something from it. But the current system's goals regarding disclosure—early and fully enabling descriptions of the innovation—would be substantially forgotten.

The notion that patents should directly reward innovation is useful for our purposes primarily because it forces us to examine the current system's emphasis on invention, rather than innovation. It requires us to consider whether the extra disclosure occasioned by an invention-oriented patent system is worth the price paid in terms of diminished reward.\footnote{I contend that if the disclosure is significant enough—if it informs other inventors of truly useful techniques or applications—it will offset the fact that the rewards to the inventor are lower than they might be under another system.} When properly applied, the law weeds out obvious extensions of what was already known in a technical discipline. Only inventions whose disclosure reveals a significant technical advance warrant a patent. In this way, the requirement of nonobviousness carries out the patent system's dual functions of disclosure and reward. As we shall see, however, the Federal Circuit has lessened the traditional emphasis on technical advance. By looking to such factors as commercial success and licensing in determining whether an invention is patentable, the court risks over-
emphasizing the reward function of patents at the expense of the disclosure function.

B. Basic Requirements for a Patent

The basic requirements for a patent reflect the dual functions of disclosure and reward. In general, the United States Patent Office grants a patent when an inventor can show three things: an invention is the first of its kind; it is useful; and it represents a nontrivial extension of what was known.  

Patent lawyers call the first-to-invent requirement "novelty." In practice, novelty is established by applying a set of technical rules to determine if a patent applicant was really the first to make the invention that she claims. Lack of novelty may bar the claimed invention from being patentable either because it was made before; it was sold more than a year before a patent application was filed; or it was otherwise subject to prior use or knowledge. The second requirement, "utility," has

---

18. 35 U.S.C. §§ 101 (utility), 102 (novelty) and 103 (nonobviousness) (1982); see Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 12-19 (1966); see also 1 P. Rosenberg, Patent Law Fundamentals III-1 (1986). Two types of subject matter cannot be patented: mathematical formulas and natural laws, and products of nature. See 1 P. Rosenberg, supra, § 6.02[2]. Thus there is in effect a fourth requirement that an invention not fall into one of these categories.

19. 35 U.S.C. § 102 (1982). The crux of this section is that the inventor filing for a patent must be the first person to have made her particular invention. An invention is unpatentable under this section if it is precisely described in a printed publication or another patent prior to the patent applicant's date of invention, or if it is known or used by another in the United States prior to that date. Id. §§ 102(a), 102(g). In addition to these sources, a U.S. patent application can anticipate (i.e., gain priority over) an invention, even though such applications are kept secret, as long as the application eventually results in an issued patent and it is filed prior to the second inventor's date of invention. Id. § 102(e) (anticipation by prior-filed U.S. patent application); see also id. § 120 (secrecy of patent applications). Note that where the anticipatory application not only describes the invention but also claims it, the application will not automatically disqualify the other inventor's patent; instead, an administrative proceeding known as an "interference" will be conducted to determine which applicant invented first. Id. § 135. See 1 D. Chisum, Patents § 3.07 (1986, 1987 rev.) (describing practice of proving date of invention prior to date of a patent application, and noting that only interference is proper to resolve invention date disputes for applications claiming same subject matter). See generally id. § 10.02 (role of interference proceedings in establishing priority).

Section 102 also describes certain actions of an inventor or others that may bar the issuance of a patent, such as public use or sale of the invention more than one year before a patent application (35 U.S.C. § 102(b) (1982)), abandonment, (Id. § 102(g)) or filing a foreign application more than a year before filing a U.S. application covering the same invention, (Id. § 102(d)). See 2 D. Chisum, supra § 6 ("Statutory Bars").

The essential elements of an invention are defined in the portion of the patent known as the "claims"; the novelty requirement means the claims in a patent must describe a new invention. The claims are critical, since they mark off the patentee's property rights; they specify precisely the metes and bounds of the invention and therefore carve the invention out from what went before—from the "prior art," in patent terminology. See In re Bass, 474 F.2d 1276, 177 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 178 (C.C.P.A. 1973) (description of prior art in a machine patent case); 2 D. Chisum, supra § 5.03[1][a] (examining the doctrine of analogous and nonanalogous art with regard to prior art determination); Janicke, What is "Prior Art" Under Section 103? The Need For Policy Thought, in
devolved over the years into a rather minimal obstacle to obtaining a patent. Today, a patent will not be withheld even though the invention works only in an experimental setting, and has no proven use in the field or factory.\footnote{21}

The final requirement, nontriviality, or "nonobviousness,"\footnote{22} is the most important requirement; it has been called "the ultimate condition of patentability."\footnote{23} This is because nonobviousness attempts to measure an even more abstract quality than novelty or utility: the technical accomplishment reflected in an invention. This requirement asks whether an invention is a big enough technical advance; even if an invention is new and useful, it will still not merit a patent if it represents merely a trivial step forward in the art. This is why nonobviousness is the final gatekeeper of the patent system.

The test of nonobviousness has a long history, and it is difficult to understand its role in patent law without some knowledge of this historical background. Accordingly, I will attempt a short summary.\footnote{24} Prior to 1850, courts tested only for novelty and utility.\footnote{25} However, in 1850 the Supreme Court in Hotchkiss v. Greenwood denied a patent for applying an old method of making wood cabinet knobs to the making of clay knobs, finding the process lacked "that degree of skill and ingenuity which constitute essential elements of every invention."\footnote{26} By 1875, the Court adopted the Hotchkiss language and the added hurdle to patentability-the ultimate condition of patentability.\footnote{27} Patent claim drafting and construction is an arcane specialty. See, e.g., A. Deller, Patent Claims (2d ed. 1971 & Supp. 1987) (3 vols.).


21. See, e.g., Curtiss-Wright Corp. v. Link Aviation, Inc., 182 F. Supp. 106, 123, 124 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 266, 280 (N.D.N.Y. 1959). Courts also have consistently held that a new-found use, discovered after the patent application is filed, may be considered in determining whether the utility requirement has been met. See, e.g., Indiana General Corp. v. Lockheed Aircraft Corp., 408 F.2d 294, 298-99, 160 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 6, 9 (9th Cir. 1968). In chemical patent cases, however, the courts have consistently held that a chemical compound claimed in a patent application must have some known, practical use. Some commentators have argued that this is overly restrictive, since some compounds, such as intermediate products of long chemical reactions, can lead to useful results further along the path of a chemical reaction. See Mirabel, "Practical Utility" is a Useless Concept, 36 AM. U.L. REV. 811, 822-23 (1987); Comment, The Patentability of Chemical Intermediates, 56 CALIF. L. REV. 497, 510-14 (1968).


23. Witherspoon, Nonobviousness, supra note 19.

24. For a more extensive history, see Kitch, Graham v. John Deere Co.: New Standards for Patents, 1966 SUP. CT. REV. 293.
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bility it implied; henceforth, inventions had to embody some degree of “skill and ingenuity,” or inventiveness.27

As time went on, it became clear that the judge-made test of invention was highly abstract; judges tended to phrase it differently and apply it unevenly in various cases. It is thus not surprising that the patent community welcomed the general recodification of patent law in 1952 as an opportunity to clarify this test.28 Section 103 of the 1952 Act was the first formal attempt to structure judicial thinking about obviousness. It reads:

A patent may not be obtained [even though the invention is novel under § 102 of the Act], if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.29

On its face, Section 103 appears to give the invention test a more solid footing. It supplies both a yardstick to compare the invention with—the whole of the prior art—and a fictional artisan—the person “skilled in the art”—to apply that prior art to the problem addressed in the patent. By contrast, the old invention test asked whether the invention contained that special quality which made a new thing patentable—what one court called “that impalpable something.”30 The essence of the statutory test is that it provides a frame of comparison: It tells the judge what to look at, and from which perspective, in order to determine if the invention is obvious.

Initially, however, ambiguities surrounding the statute’s passage made it unclear whether the 1952 Act had actually changed the standard of nonobviousness or simply restated pre-1952 law.31 Some federal cir-

27. See Kitch, supra note 24, at 318-19 (concluding that the invention test was actually added to patent law when the Court applied the Hotchkiss holding in Collar Co. v. Van Dusen, 90 U.S. (23 Wall.) 530 (1875)); see also Mintz & O’Rourke, The Patentability Standard in Historical Perspective: “Invention” to Section 103 Nonobviousness, in WITHERSPOON, NONOBVIOUSNESS, supra note 19, at 2:201, 2:204-2:206 (describing acceptance of invention requirement by the courts).
28. See Edell, The Supreme Court and Section 103, 5 AM. PAT. L.A.Q.J. 99, 100 (1977) (Supreme Court cases of 1940s and early 1950s heightened “confusion” over invention test and “led the patent bar to seek legislative redress and a statutory definition of ‘invention’”); Rich, Why and How Section 103 Came To Be, in WITHERSPOON, NONOBVIOUSNESS, supra note 19, at 1:201, 1:208 (in the wake of Supreme Court cases in the 1940s, and the general confusion over what invention meant, “the atmosphere [had] become charged up with discontent like a thunderstorm.”); see also Rich, The Vague Concept of “Invention” as Replaced by Section 103 of the 1952 Patent Act, in WITHERSPOON, NONOBVIOUSNESS, supra note 19 at 1:401 (1952 Patent Act resulted from Supreme Court opinions further muddying concept of invention, and Congressional hearings on possible solutions).
31. See Rich, Congressional Intent—Or, Who Wrote the Patent Act of 1952?, in WITHERSPOON, NONOBVIOUSNESS, supra note 19, at 1:1, 1:11-1:12 (discussing absence of Congressional debate). Whether § 103 is characterized as a clarification or as the next step in the evolution of the invention
cuits thought there had been no change; others disagreed.  

The Supreme Court finally addressed the issue in the 1966 case of *Graham v. John Deere.* The John Deere Company had found that placing a hinge in the shank of a plow (the thick part that goes deepest in the ground) prevented the plow from being damaged by rocks and other debris, and had filed for a patent on its invention. The Court, finding that the basic idea of a hinge was an old one in the art, held the Deere patent invalid.

More important than the patent at issue was the Court's approach to the question of obviousness. While Justice Clark's majority opinion did not explicitly resolve the dispute in the circuit courts, his emphasis on the language of the 1952 Act was widely interpreted as a ruling that Section 103 had superseded the invention requirement:

> [T]he § 103 condition . . . lends itself to several basic factual inquiries. Under § 103, the scope and content of the prior art are to be determined; differences between the prior art and the claims at issue are to be ascertained; and the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art resolved. Against this background, the obviousness or nonobviousness of the subject matter is determined.

concept, commentary by the authors of the 1952 Act shows that it was intended to end the confusion surrounding the invention requirement. See Federico, Origins of Section 103, 5 AM. PAT. L.A.Q.J. 87 (1977), in WITHERSPOON, NONOBVIOUSNESS, supra note 19, at 1:101; Rich, *Why and How Section 103 Came to Be,* in id. at 1:201.

32. See Comment, *The Standard of Patentability—Judicial Interpretation of Section 103 of the 1952 Patent Act,* 63 COLUM. L. REV. 306, 313-23 (1963) (reviewing opinions of circuit courts, concluding that the Second, Third, Fourth, and District of Columbia Circuits had interpreted § 103 as relaxation of the standard of patentability; the First, Fifth, Sixth, Eighth, and Ninth Circuits had interpreted § 103 as only codification of prior case law; and the Seventh and Tenth Circuits had taken no discernible position on the issue).


34. Even though Justice Clark emphasized that § 103 was the basis of the three-part test, he noted that the statute had not in any way altered the standard of patentability. It was "intended merely as a codification of judicial precedents embracing the Hotchkiss condition . . . ." *Graham,* 383 U.S. at 19.

35. See, e.g., 1 D. DUNNER, J. GAMBRELL, M. ADELMAN & R. LIPSEY, PATENT LAW PERSPECTIVES § 2.6[2.-1-2], at 2-414 (1970 & rev. 1988) ("Confirmation that [§ 103] was wiping out the dread disease [of the old standard of invention] . . . seemed clearly established with Justice Clark's disposition of the case."); Rich, *Laying the Ghost of the Invention Requirement,* in WITHERSPOON, NONOBVIOUSNESS, supra note 19 at 1:501, 1:514 ("The most important question answered in *Graham* was whether Section 103 replaced 'invention' as a test for patentability, so that it is legally dead. The answer is 'Yes'."); see also Edell, supra note 28, at 105-07 (quoting Rich, supra).

36. *Graham,* 383 U.S. at 17. Some observers appear to think that the *Graham* decision, like most of the events leading up to replacement of the invention requirement, was the product of the patent bar rather than outside institutions such as Congress or the courts. See, e.g., 1 Hearings Before the Commission on Revision of the Federal Court Appellate System (Second Phase), 93rd Cong., 2d Sess. 266 (1974) ("Hruska Commission") (testimony of Professor Irving Kayton, George Washington University, that the *Graham* decision was "a classic because [Justice Clark's] law clerk was a patent lawyer").
The decision marked the beginning of a new era in patentability, signifying the end of the confusing reign of *Hotchkiss v. Greenwood*. The patent bar concluded hopefully that the new standard of nonobviousness was here to stay.37

Thus the modern interpretation of nonobviousness turns on the *Graham* three-part test, requiring a judge to: (1) determine the state of the “prior art” before the invention; (2) assess the ordinary level of skill in the inventor’s field; and (3) examine the differences between the invention and the prior art.38 The Federal Circuit has made *Graham*—along with the secondary considerations discussed in the next section—the cornerstones of nonobviousness.

Arguably, by emphasizing *Graham*, the Federal Circuit has had to ignore several subsequent Supreme Court cases.39 These post-*Graham* cases, however, involved the tangential issue of special requirements for

---


38. *Graham*, 383 U.S. at 17. Regarding the second part of the test, recent cases have held that the “skilled person in the art” means those responsible for most of the inventions in an industry. See, e.g., Orthopedic Equip. Co. v. United States, 702 F.2d 1005, 1011-12, 217 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 193, 198-99 (Fed. Cir. 1983); Jacobsen Bros. Inc., v. United States, 512 F.2d 1065, 1070-71, 185 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 168 (Cl. Ct. 1975) (adopting opinion originally published in 184 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 181, 185); see also Environmental Designs, Ltd. v. Union Oil Co., 713 F.2d 693, 696, 218 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 865, 868 (Fed. Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 1043 (1984), where the court provided a list of factors relevant to a determination of the level of skill in the art:

(1) educational level of the inventor;
(2) type of problems encountered in the art;
(3) prior art solutions to the problems;
(4) rapidity with which innovations are made;
(5) sophistication of the technology; and
(6) educational level of active workers in the field.

Cf. Ebert, *Superperson and the Prior Art*, 67 J. PAT. OFF. SOC’Y 657 (1985) (proposing that courts’ presumption that skilled artisan knows everything in a field should be restricted by taking account of cognitive limitations of real people).

39. The Supreme Court decided two patent cases after *Graham* that referred to the old invention test, but both involved the distinct issue of “combination patents.” Despite some problematic language in these cases, the patent bar concluded that they did not signify any retrenchment from the principles of *Graham*. The Court in these cases reaffirmed the evasive “synergism” test for combination patents, which required an unexpected result or effect to flow from a combination of old components or techniques. If the combination failed to exhibit any properties beyond what might be expected, no patent would issue. See *Sakraida v. Ag Pro, Inc.*, 425 U.S. 273 (1976); *Anderson's-Black Rock, Inc. v. Pavement Salvage Co.*, 396 U.S. 57 (1969).

In *Anderson's-Black Rock*, the invention at issue was a paving machine containing a heating element to make smooth seams between adjoining strips of pavement. The Supreme Court invalidated the patent on the machine because the aggregation of old techniques lacked synergism: The new combination worked just as one would predict, given what was known about its individual components. 396 U.S. at 62-63. *Sakraida* presented similar facts. The patent covered a customized barn for dairy cows, with sloped floors and water storage tanks to make waste cleanup simpler. 425 U.S. at 274. The Supreme Court reiterated the synergism principle in these words:

Though doubtless a matter of great convenience, producing a desired result in a cheaper and faster way, and enjoying commercial success, the [patente] “did not produce a ‘new or different function’ . . . within the test of validity of combination patents.” *Anderson's-Black Rock Pavement Co.* [396 U.S.] at 60 . . . These desirable benefits “without invention
so-called combination patents. Their effect on the nonobviousness requirement in general is therefore somewhat uncertain. Even more importantly, the Federal Circuit has rationalized and stabilized the law in this area by emphasizing Graham. The three-part test seems to make too much sense to abandon it because of the subsequent cases.

II
COMMERCIAL SUCCESS AND OTHER SECONDARY CONSIDERATIONS

A. Origins of the Secondary Considerations

As we have seen, the Court in Graham structured a three-part test for determining patentability. In addition, the Court expressly approved the use of "secondary" or "objective" considerations; that is, it authorized courts to look at evidence outside the intrinsic features of the invention and focus on the real-world circumstances surrounding its origin and commercialization. Courts had already begun to consider these factors in determining patentability before the Graham case. Over time, this approach grew in popularity; today nonintrinsic evidence is referred to as the "secondary" or "objective" considerations, and it occupies an increasingly important place in nonobviousness determinations. While secondary considerations vary, the ones courts most commonly examine are the commercial success of the invention (the most important secondary consideration), the extent of licensing, immediate copying by competitors, failure of others to make the same invention, and a long-felt need for the invention. 


41. See 2 D. Chisum, supra note 19, § 5.05. Chisum, in keeping with other commentators, also adds a number of less significant factors to the list of secondary considerations that courts have contemplated at one time or another, including: (1) invention produced results that were unexpected by those in the art, or that ran contrary to the teachings of the prior art; (2) progress of the patent application through the Patent Office; and (3) praise for the invention from those skilled in the art. Id.; see also Harris, Apparent Federal Circuit Standards for Weighing Nonobviousness Argument that Prior Art Reference Teaches Away from Present Invention, 70 J. PAT. & TRADEMARK OFF. SOC'Y 79 (1988); Walker, Objective Evidence of Nonobviousness: The Elusive Nexus Requirement (Part I), 69 J.
A significant number of Supreme Court cases decided after *Hotchkiss v. Greenwood* in 1850 touch on the secondary considerations. From the first decision that mentions them in 1876 until the 1930s, the Court gave these considerations a generally favorable reception. Where more than one objective factor was present—for example, commercial success and failure of others to make the same invention—the Court tended to uphold the patent against a challenge that it lacked invention. This was especially true where the patentee’s product displaced those of competitors.

Usually commercial success was the most important secondary consideration in the Court’s opinion. The Court, however, was less than clear concerning what type of evidence—for example, sales data or market share—was needed to establish commercial success. Moreover, several cases that did mention success treated its relevance inconsistently. For example, while some cases from the 1890s gave commercial success a limited role, using it only to “tip the scale” when other facts regarding patentability were equally balanced, another case from the same decade

---


43. See Diamond Rubber Co. v. Consolidated Rubber Tire Co., 220 U.S. 428, 441 (1911); Krementz v. S. Cottle Co., 148 U.S. 556, 560-61 (1893); Topliff v. Topliff, 145 U.S. 156, 164 (1892). Equities, of course, sometimes played a role as well. An extreme example of the Court’s concern with the equities of a case was in *Smith*, 93 U.S. at 489-92, where the Court recounts in detail the inventor’s heroic struggle to bring a better pair of dentures to the American consumer: “His ill health interfered with his working successfully in the line of his profession, and his family was subjected to great privations. He borrowed, sometimes, small sums to purchase underclothing for himself.” *Id.* at 491.


46. See, e.g., *Potts v. Creager*, 155 U.S. 597, 609 (1894) (evidence that device has gone into general use and displaced other similar devices is sufficient to confirm patentability); *Grant v. Walter*, 148 U.S. 547, 556 (1893) (patented device gone into general use is evidence of utility); *The Barbed Wire Patent*, 143 U.S. 275, 292 (1892) (crediting the patent applicant with presenting practical purpose to public, who “eagerly seized upon” it); cf. *McClain v. Ortmayer*, 141 U.S. 419 (1891) (commercial success attributable to advertising).

took the opposite view, stating, in dictum, that success was "always relevant" to the issue of patentability.\textsuperscript{48} Despite this difference, however, the early cases involving commercial success were mostly consistent; they relied on commercial success in finding patents valid.

The Courts' treatment of secondary factors changed after the 1930s, when the antimonopoly sentiments of the New Deal began to find expression in the Supreme Court's statements about the monopolistic effects of patents.\textsuperscript{49} Between 1931 and 1976, the Court invalidated the vast majority of patents that came before it, including all but two that were supported with secondary consideration evidence.\textsuperscript{50} One statement in a 1949 case, echoed in several subsequent opinions, exemplifies the Court's view of secondary considerations during this period: "Where . . . invention is plainly lacking, commercial success cannot fill the void."

48. Keystone Mfg. Co. v. Adams, 151 U.S. 139, 143 (1894) (upholding a patent on a cornhusking machine, stating that general use—commercial success—"is always of importance, and is entitled to weight, when the question is whether the machine exhibits patentable invention").

49. See, e.g., Great Atl. & Pac. Tea Co. v. Supermarket Equip. Corp., 340 U.S. 147 (1950) (patent struck down for lack of invention); Jungerson v. Ostby & Barton Co., 335 U.S. 560 (1949) (striking down patent for lack of invention); id. at 572 (Jackson, J., dissenting) ("[T]he only patent that is valid is one which this Court has not been able to get its hands on."); Cuno Eng'g Corp. v. Automatic Devices Corp., 314 U.S. 84, 91 (1941) (adopting higher standard of invention, based on patents and copyrights clause of the Constitution, and stating in dictum that "a flash of creative genius" is required for an invention to be patentable).

50. According to figures presented in Baum, supra note 49, the Court considered fifty-nine patent cases between 1931 and 1973. It invalidated patents in forty-nine, or 83\%, of these cases. Id. at 777. The two cases after 1973 also resulted in rulings of invalidity. See Sakraida v. Ag Pro, Inc., 425 U.S. 273 (1976); Dann v. Johnston, 425 U.S. 219 (1976). Many of these cases included secondary consideration evidence of patentability; in some, it was merely disregarded, see, e.g., Paramount Publix Corp. v. American Tri-Ergon Corp., 294 U.S. 464, 474-76 (1935) (invalidating patent despite evidence of commercial success); Altona Publix Theatres, Inc. v. American Tri-Ergon Corp., 294 U.S. 477, 487-88 (1935) (same); while in others, it was discarded in sweeping language, see infra note 51 and accompanying text.


Notwithstanding the Court's general hostility toward patents, *Graham* provided at least one bright spot.\(^{52}\) Even though the Court invalidated the patent in *Graham*, it explicitly approved the use of secondary considerations in conjunction with its three-part test for nonobviousness: "secondary considerations . . . might be utilized to give light to the circumstances surrounding the origin of [the invention]," the Court said; "[A]s indicia of obviousness or nonobviousness, these inquiries may have relevancy."\(^{53}\) Despite this approval, however, in several subsequent cases the Court reemphasized that at least one secondary consideration, commercial success, could not establish patentability by itself.\(^{54}\) Thus in the last two cases decided before the formation of the Federal Circuit, the Court was careful to prevent technical obviousness from being submerged by the secondary considerations.\(^{55}\)

B. The Federal Circuit and Secondary Considerations

Federal Circuit opinions give the impression that *Graham* was the last Supreme Court case to mention secondary considerations. This no doubt stems in part from the fact that unlike *Graham*, subsequent cases have not contained a clear statement of the nonobviousness test; but it also reveals the court's intention to put its own stamp on patent law. The court has openly disparaged lower court opinions referring to the post-*Graham* cases,\(^{56}\) and has even elevated the secondary considerations of

---


\(^{53}\) *Graham*, 383 U.S. at 17-18.

\(^{54}\) *Sakraida*, 425 U.S. at 282-83.


\(^{56}\) See Stratoflex, Inc. v. Aeroquip Corp., 713 F.2d 1530, 218 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 871 (Fed. Cir. 1983). In his discussion of the lower court's opinion, Chief Judge Markey, writing for the court, made this illuminating statement:

> [The judge below] made findings on secondary considerations but said she did not include them in her analysis because she believed the claimed inventions were plainly obvious and "those matters without invention will not make patentability" [quoting from Anderson's Black Rock, Inc. v. Pavement Salvage Co., 396 U.S. 57, 63 (1969), which was cited by the trial judge] and should be considered only in a close case. That was error.

> The error may have arisen from the circuitry of the slogan oft-cited as a basis for exclusion [of such evidence]. In the slogan as here stated: "those matters" is a synonym for "evidence of nonobviousness"; the issue is "nonobviousness" not "invention"; and patentability here is a synonym for "nonobviousness." Thus the slogan reads "evidence of nonobviousness without nonobviousness will not make nonobviousness." *Id.* at 1539, 218 U.S.P.Q. at 879; see also Kansas Jack, Inc. v. Kuhn, 719 F.2d 1144, 1150, 219 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 857, 861 (Fed. Cir. 1983) (lower court statement that "commercial success without
Graham to a fourth element of the test for nonobviousness.\textsuperscript{57} If the basis for the Federal Circuit’s interpretation of Supreme Court precedent is unclear, the result is not. The secondary considerations have become more important. In some cases, for example, commercial success (still the most important secondary consideration) has been the decisive factor supporting patentability.\textsuperscript{58}

The change has come swiftly, if rather quietly. In principle, the new court merely “inherited” the case law of its predecessor courts, the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals (the “CCPA”) and the old Court of Claims.\textsuperscript{59} But even a cursory look at the decisions of its predecessors reveals that neither court went nearly as far as the Federal Circuit has gone in enhancing the importance of commercial success and other secondary factors.\textsuperscript{60}

To grasp the magnitude of the Federal Circuit’s doctrinal innova-


\textsuperscript{58} See infra notes 95-104 and accompanying text.

I do not mean to suggest that the Supreme Court is no longer the last word on matters of patent law. The operational fact, however, is that one of the Federal Circuit’s primary concerns is patent cases; the Supreme Court very rarely takes a patent case. In the October 1986 Term, the Court vacated and remanded one opinion from the Federal Circuit. Dennison Mfg. Co. v. Panduit Corp., 475 U.S. 809 (1986), vacating and remanding 774 F.2d 1082, 227 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 337 (Fed. Cir. 1985), cert. denied, 107 S. Ct. 2187 (1987). It was the first time the Supreme Court had passed on a substantive issue in patent law since the Federal Circuit’s formation in 1982. Before that, the last patent case decided by the Court was Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 447 U.S. 303 (1980) (patentability of micro-organism). While it is too early to tell whether the Supreme Court will continue to pay so little attention to Federal Circuit decisions, it is perhaps worth noting that historically the Supreme Court has felt some obligation to oversee the development of patent law, if only infrequently. See Harris, Prospects for Supreme Court Review of the Federal Circuit Standards for Obviousness of Inventions Combining Old Elements, 68 J. PAT. & TRADEMARK OFF. SOC’Y 66, 66 (1986).


\textsuperscript{60} The CCPA, for example, initially refused to admit evidence of commercial success unless the question of patentability—that is, nonobviousness—was a close one. See, e.g., In re Sola, 77 F.2d 627, 630 (C.C.P.A. 1935); In re Farrand, 49 F.2d 1035, 1038 (C.C.P.A. 1931); In re Ackenbach, 45 F.2d 437, 440 (C.C.P.A. 1930). Later cases withdrew somewhat from this position, but still expressed a guarded skepticism about commercial success. See In re Felton, 484 F.2d 495, 500, 179 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 295, 299 (C.C.P.A. 1973); In re Tiffin, 443 F.2d 394, 400, 170 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 88, 93 (C.C.P.A. 1971).
COMMERCIAL SUCCESS AND PATENTS

In this area, it is important to understand the full range of the court's secondary considerations jurisprudence. This section reviews the current state of the law in both its substantive as well as its evidentiary and procedural aspects. To illustrate the Federal Circuit's impact, however, it will be useful to understand the history of the court itself.

1. Origins of the Federal Circuit

The Federal Circuit was created by the Federal Courts Improvement Act of 1982. It was the product of a long debate over the need for a specialized appellate court to handle patent cases. Those arguing for a court of special jurisdiction pointed to the inconsistent and sometimes confused opinions of the regional circuits, while others expressed fear that a specialty court would be captive to the patent bar and would therefore fail to serve the wider social interest. Of course, proponents of a specialized court did hope to get a court that was more pro-patent as well as more consistent.

The Federal Courts Improvement Act was a compromise solution. It gave the Federal Circuit jurisdiction not only over patent appeals, but also over appeals from the U.S. Claims Court, the Court of International Trade, and the Merit System Protection Board, among others. The court was originally staffed not only with several patent-experienced judges from the old CCPA, but also with nonpatent judges from that court and the Court of Claims. Moreover, presumably to prevent the patent-experienced judges from dominating patent cases, the Act

63. Id. at 197-200.
64. See, e.g., COMMISSION ON REVISION OF THE FEDERAL COURT APPELLATE SYSTEM, STRUCTURE AND INTERNAL PROCEDURES: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGE (1975), reprinted in 67 F.R.D. 195, at 234-36 ("[T]he Commission has concluded that, on balance, specialized courts [including one for patents] would not be a desirable solution either to the problems of the national law or . . . to the problems of regional court caseloads." Id. at 234); Rifkind, A Specialized Court for Patent Litigation: The Danger of a Specialized Judiciary, 37 A.B.A. J. 425 (1951) (advocating that judges be immersed in all aspects of the law, not forced into the sterility of a specialized bench); cf. Rifkind, The Romance Discoverable in Patent Cases, 37 J. PAT. OFF. SOC'Y 319 (1955) (arguing that patent cases are no more complex or uninteresting than any other litigation).
requires judges to rotate among panels so that all judges "sit on a representative cross-section of the cases heard." 68 Finally, the Act contains a number of provisions designed to insure uniformity in the Circuit's opinions, and perhaps thereby reduce the influence of the patent judges: These include allowing panels of more than three judges, 69 and permitting circuits to hire "technical advisors" to help with consistency checks. 70

Even with these safeguards, however, the Federal Circuit appears to be a "pro-patent" court. Between 1982 and 1985, the court invalidated only forty-four percent 71 of the patents it adjudicated on appeal from trial courts, a marked contrast to the old invalidation rate of approximately sixty-six percent. 72 Perhaps more importantly, patent lawyers believe the court favors patentees—and presumably advise their clients accordingly. 73 These changing perceptions indicate that at a practical

68. Id. § 103(b)(3), 28 U.S.C. § 46(b) (1982).
69. Id.; see, e.g., C.R. Bard, Inc. v. Schwartz, 716 F.2d 874, 219 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 197 (Fed. Cir. 1983) (court considered it important that decision was by five judge panel).
70. Federal Courts Improvement Act of 1982, § 120(b)(1), 28 U.S.C. § 715 (1982). This provision applies to all the circuits, but in the Federal Circuit at least one key function of the technical advisors is to insure that issued opinions do not conflict with others the court has made. See Rich, Columbia Law School Julius Silver Program in Law, Science and Technology—Inaugural Lecture, 68 J. PAT. & TRADEMARK OFF. SOC'Y 604, 617 (1986). The court also circulates all opinions prior to publication; any judge can ask for revisions if she believes the opinion is inconsistent with circuit precedent. Id. As a final check on consistency, the circuit occasionally rehears a case en banc. U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, Internal Operating Procedures § 27(b) (1983).
71. See Baum, supra note 65, at 760 (reporting that from 1935 to 1974, appeals court validity rate was approximately 30%).
72. See Baum, supra note 65, at 760 (reporting that from 1935 to 1974, appeals court validity rate was approximately 30%).
level, respect for patents is probably growing.

2. **Substantive Aspects of the Secondary Considerations**

The Federal Circuit has made real changes in patent law doctrine. In particular, the court has begun to reshape the way commercial success and the other secondary factors are used in determining whether an invention is obvious.

### a. Commercial Success

Federal courts consider commercial success the most important secondary factor. Both in appeals from the Patent Office and in challenges to invalidate patents, commercial success often proves decisive in establishing nonobviousness, especially in conjunction with other factors.\(^7\)

The court has ruled that success is always admissible as relevant to the question of nonobviousness.\(^7\)

For commercial success to be persuasive, a patentee must do more than show sales or market share data for her patented product. (Although, under some older cases, this was enough).\(^7\)

Today the patent applicant must show her product’s sales or market share in relation to other products in the market, and demonstrate its comparative success to the court.\(^7\)

Occasionally, the court will examine other measures of

---

\(^7\) See infra note 136 and accompanying text.

\(^7\) See Magnus & Easternman Co. v. United Can Fastener Corp., 61 F.2d 3, 5, 14 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 79, 81 (6th Cir. 1932) (patented product comprised 90% of company’s sales, establishing commercial success.)


However, the Federal Circuit has affirmed a number of cases where the trial court appeared to consider only raw sales or market share data. See, e.g., Windsurfing Int'l, Inc. v. AMP, Inc., 613 F. Supp. 933, 227 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 927 (S.D.N.Y. 1985), modified on other grounds, 782 F.2d 995, 228 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 562 (Fed. Cir. 1986); Ralston Purina Co. v. Far-Mar Co, 586 F. Supp. 1176, 1223,
comparative success, such as whether the invention in question displaced prior inventions or surpassed the sales volume of competing products,\textsuperscript{78} whether the invention led to an increase in the patentee’s market share,\textsuperscript{79} or whether it justified an extraordinary unit price.\textsuperscript{80} Of course since many of these factors practically define commercial success, they do not present much of an additional barrier to the patentee trying to establish patentability.

Once proof of commercial success is competently presented, the patentee must demonstrate some link between that success and the product’s patented features. But the Federal Circuit differs from its predecessors over just how strong that link must be.

One predecessor, the CCPA, initially demanded proof of a strong link, requiring that it must be “positively clear . . . that the commercial success asserted was the direct result of the unique characteristics of the claimed invention. . . .”\textsuperscript{81} The Federal Circuit, following indications in some later CCPA cases,\textsuperscript{82} has softened this requirement considerably by demanding that a patentee show only a “nexus” between the commercial success and the patented invention.\textsuperscript{83} In contrast to the former “direct result” standard, the nexus standard simply requires some connection between the invention and the success.\textsuperscript{84} Although it is difficult to pin
down the exact differences between the standards, it is clear that they lead to different outcomes in some (and perhaps many) cases.

In addition to weakening the standard, the "nexus" test masks underlying inconsistencies in the court's decisions. To take just one example, consider a pair of recent decisions discussing commercial success as proof of nonobviousness. In *Windsurfing Int'l, Inc. v. AMF, Inc.* the court upheld a lower court's finding that plaintiff's patented sailboard was nonobvious. The patent challenger introduced substantial evidence that factors other than the sailboard's patented sail boom joint—such as sales of unpatented accessories, extensive advertising, and unpatented features—contributed to the sailboard's commercial success. The trial court, relying heavily on evidence of success and other secondary factors, held that the success went "well beyond the effect" of these nonpatent factors. The patentee, in other words, had successfully established a nexus.

Yet in another case presenting quite similar facts, *Pentec, Inc. v. Graphic Controls Corp.*, the Federal Circuit upheld a district court's determination that there was no nexus. In *Pentec*, the inventor of a holding arm for automatic graphic chart pens introduced evidence of substantial commercial success. The patent challenger countered with evidence that the success was attributable to nonpatent features, specifically: (1) the patentee's established market leadership; (2) advertising and promotion; and (3) other unpatented features of the pen. In rejecting the patentee's claim that there was a nexus, the court hinted at a much higher standard of proof for a nexus, noting: "It cannot be said that the commercial success here may not have been due in large part to other eco-

85. See Walker, *Nexus Part I, supra* note 41, at 180-83 ("It is difficult to glean anything other than the most amorphous of rules from such a hodgepodge of holdings and such minimal guidance from the Federal Circuit." *Id.* at 182). But the uncertainty does not preclude Walker from finding that in the wide realm of nonobviousness, "[o]bjective evidence of nonobviousness has become an extremely important factor" upon which the practitioner "cannot place too much emphasis . . . ." Walker, *Nexus Part II, supra* note 74, at 246.

86. *But see In re Heldt*, 433 F.2d at 812-13, 167 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 679 (commercial success evidence not specific enough to overcome obviousness); *Pentec, Inc.*, 776 F.2d at 315-16, 227 U.S.P.Q. at 770-71, (commercial success evidence was specific, but other evidence of preexisting market leadership destroyed the nexus).

87. For other examples, see Walker, *Nexus Part I, supra* note 41, at 180-83.

88. 782 F.2d 995, 228 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 562 (Fed. Cir. 1986).

89. *Id.* at 1000, 228 U.S.P.Q. at 565.


91. 776 F.2d 309, 227 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 766 (Fed. Cir. 1985)

92. *Id.* at 316, 227 U.S.P.Q. at 770.
onomic and commercial factors unrelated to the technical quality of the 
patented subject matter.'

One is left to wonder what standard the 
Pentec court would require to prove a nexus; the court surely avoided 
announcing one. Although distinctions can no doubt be drawn between 
these cases, there is no clear rationale for the divergent decisions, nor has 
the scant secondary literature suggested one.

Partly as a result of the malleable nexus standard, the court in some 
cases has used commercial success and other secondary factors to over-
ride strong evidence that an invention was obvious. One example is Alco 
Standard v. Tennessee Valley Authority. There, the Federal Circuit 
upheld a patent primarily on the basis of commercial success evidence 
even though its subject matter—a sensing device for testing structural 
weaknesses in generator turbine blades—played only a small part in 
Alco's overall generator testing service. Alco's service procedure 
included site visits, testing, and interpretation of test data. As Judge 
Giles Rich pointed out in his dissent, the technical achievement 
described in Alco's patent consisted of a new way to pick up vibrations in 
the generator turbine blades. As this was only one small part of the over-
all package offered by Alco, Judge Rich concluded that Alco had not 
proved a nexus between the patent and Alco's success in selling its ser-
vice. Nevertheless, a majority of the court found the patent valid, rely-
ing explicitly on the commercial success of Alco's service to overcome 
strong indications of obviousness.

The Federal Circuit has also increased the importance of commer-
cial success as an indicator of nonobviousness by narrowing the defenses 
that can be used to offset a showing of success. Prior to the creation of 
the Federal Circuit, many Supreme Court and courts of appeals decisions 
cited several factors that could offset a patentee's showing of commercial 
success. These included extensive advertising by the patentee, superior

881, 888 (Fed. Cir. 1985)).

94. See, e.g., supra note 85. Walker does find certain conclusions may improve a patentee's 
showing of nexus, proposing a "significant contribution" standard with no overshadowing 
"extraneous factors." Walker, Nexus Part I, supra note 41, at 183.

95. 808 F.2d 1490, 1 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1337 (Fed. Cir. 1986).

96. Id. at 1504, 1508 1 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1350 (Rich, J., dissenting); see also, e.g., Textile Mach. 
features); American Sterilizer Co. v. Sybron Corp., 614 F.2d 890, 205 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 97 (3d Cir.), 

97. Alco, 808 F.2d at 1500-01. 1 U.S.P.Q. at 1344-45. The court also relied on long-felt need 
in upholding the patent. Id.

98. See, e.g., McClain v. Ortmayer, 141 U.S. 419, 428 (1891) (referring, in opinion 
invalidating patent in spite of commercial success, to testimony that patentee's increased sales 
resulted in part because he "made the manufacture of [his product] a specialty, that he made them of 
superior quality, advertised them in the most extensive and attractive manner, and adopted means of 
pushing them upon the market, and thereby largely increased the extent of their sales"); see also Lee
distribution and marketing,\textsuperscript{99} general business acumen,\textsuperscript{100} and evidence that success was a result of unpatented features of the product.\textsuperscript{101} Courts had treated these factors as alternative explanations for the commercial success of a patented product, in effect severing the causal link between the technical merits of the underlying invention and its success in commerce.

The Federal Circuit has downplayed two of these factors: advertising and marketing advantages. Although never stating that these factors are insufficient as a matter of law to offset commercial success, the court has found them unconvincing in a number of cases.\textsuperscript{102} The Federal Circuit's disregard of advertising strongly differs from prior cases which had often found extensive advertising budgets a compelling reason to disregard commercial success.\textsuperscript{103}

Through substantive changes in the definition of, and defenses to, a showing of commercial success, the Federal Circuit has transformed commercial success from a tiebreaker to a virtual trump card. Moreover, since the Supreme Court rarely grants certiorari in patent cases, these Federal Circuit decisions represent major, and likely long lasting, changes in the importance of commercial success.\textsuperscript{104}


\textsuperscript{100} See, e.g., McClain, 141 U.S. at 428 (1891).


\textsuperscript{102} See, e.g., Sakraida v. Ag Pro, Inc., 425 U.S. 273 (1976). It is a well-established principle of British patent law that general acceptance of a patented invention does not indicate nonobviousness when it is attributable to features outside the scope of the patent claims. See, e.g., Martin & Biro Swan v. Millwood, Pat. Cas. 125, 134 [1956] (H.L.). In the Biro case the House of Lords found that the patentee's claims described only the ink delivery system for a ball point pen, and not the entire ball point concept, which was already well-known in the penmaking art. The court thus attributed the commercial success of the pen to unpatented features and discarded it as irrelevant. Id. The Federal Circuit has adopted this reasoning in certain cases. See, e.g., Pentec, Inc. v. Graphics Controls Corp., 776 F.2d 309, 227 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 166 (Fed. Cir. 1985); In re Vamco Machine & Tool, Inc., 752 F.2d 1564, 1577 n.5, 224 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 617, 625 n.5 (Fed. Cir. 1985).

\textsuperscript{103} See, e.g., Hybritech, Inc. v. Monoclonal Antibodies, Inc., 802 F.2d 1367, 1382, 231 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 81, 91 (Fed. Cir. 1986) (rejecting evidence that success resulted from extensive advertising); Alco Standard Corp. v. Tennessee Valley Auth., 808 F.2d 1490, 1500-01, 1 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1357, 1344-45 (Fed. Cir. 1986) (rejecting evidence that success stemmed from marketing advantages). But see Pentec, 776 F.2d at 315-17, 227 U.S.P.Q. at 770-76 (finding no nexus between the admitted success and the patent features, noting patentee's preexiting market leadership).

\textsuperscript{104} See cases cited supra note 98. Emphasis on advertising budgets may well have been misguided. Economists, emphasizing that all advertising is not created equal, suggest that the content of the advertising may be as important as its volume. See Benham, The Effect of Advertising on the Price of Eyeglasses, 15 J.L. & ECON. 337 (1972); Boyes, Informative and Goodwill Advertising, 56 REV. ECON. & STATISTICS 541 (1974). See generally R. SCHMALENSEE, THE ECONOMICS OF ADVERTISING 4-9 (1972) (concise review of the extensive economic literature on advertising).

\textsuperscript{99} Notes 69-70 and accompanying text (description of Federal Circuit procedures
b. Other Secondary Factors

Even before the Federal Circuit was formed, courts relied on a number of objective factors other than commercial success. Although commercial success remains the most important secondary factor in the Federal Circuit's jurisprudence, the others continue to play a supporting role. For the most part, the other factors can be classified as follows: (a) licensing to other firms; (b) long-felt need for the invention; (c) failure of others to make the invention; and (d) copying of the invention. The most important secondary factor after commercial success is licensing. Businesses often license their own patented technology for use by other firms, and courts have long treated licenses as an important secondary consideration in determining whether an invention is obvious. This is especially true when the likelihood of a strong and valid patent is the only apparent motivation on the part of the licensee to take the license.

A recent Federal Circuit case, In re Sernaker, provides a good example of the use of licensing evidence to prove a patent's validity. In Sernaker, the patentee had invented a type of embroidered emblem patch and a simplified process for attaching patches to garments. The patentee, citing extensive commercial success and licensing activity, appealed the Patent Office Board of Appeals' rejection of his application. The Court held in his favor, stating that the Patent Office must consider


105. In some cases, the Federal Circuit has standardized its terminology, thereby eliminating a label for a factor, but not the factor itself. See Walker, Nexus Part II, supra note 74, at 236-40 (reviewing cases on "acquiescence in the industry" subsumed in Federal Circuit cases under "licensing"). However, with respect to at least one factor, near-simultaneous invention, the Federal Circuit has failed to adopt prior case law. Decisions in some older cases invoked simultaneous invention by a number of firms as "objective evidence" that a patented invention was obvious. See 2 D. CHISUM, supra note 19, § 5.05[7]. The Federal Circuit has declared that this is no longer to be considered as proof of obviousness. See Environmental Designs, Ltd. v. Union Oil Co., 713 F.2d 693, 698 n.7, 218 U.S.P.Q. 865, 867 n.7 (Fed. Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 1043 (1984). This position has been criticized—for good reason. See Walker, Nexus Part II, supra note 74, at 243; Note, A Critique of the Use of Secondary Considerations in Applying the Section 103 Nonobviousness Test for Patentability, 28 B.C.L. REV. 357 (1987) (arguing that only those secondary considerations probative of the inventor's state of mind at the time of the invention—namely long-felt need, licensing, and near simultaneous invention—ought to be relevant to nonobviousness).

106. See, e.g., Coltman v. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., 104 F.2d 508, 511, 41 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 380, 383 (7th Cir. 1939); see also John Thrupp's Sons Co. v. Seiberling, 264 U.S. 320 (1924); Walker, Nexus Part II, supra note 74, at 236-40. Many commentators characterize this form of evidence as "industry acquiescence," because it is thought to represent a form of deference and respect for the patented technology by those in a position to assess its merits. See 2 D. CHISUM, supra note 19, § 5.05[3], at 5-262. For a critique of some of the assumptions inherent in this view, see infra notes 257-74 and accompanying text.

107. See Walker, Nexus Part II, supra note 74, at 239.

secondary considerations (including licensing) at the time an application is filed, just as a court must consider them in a later suit between a patentee and a challenger. Among the secondary considerations, the court found licensing especially convincing: "Despite the fact that a patent has not yet issued, [the patentee] has been able to license his invention. [His] licensees have sold millions of the emblems . . . [and have] helped revitalize a depressed embroidery industry . . . ."

The Federal Circuit has recognized, however, that many factors other than valid patents can influence a firm's decision to take a license. Where a licensee has other motivations—especially a desire to avoid litigation, or a need to license a package of technology including the patent at issue—licenses have not been as effective in establishing patentability. In Stratoflex, Inc. v. Aeroquip Corp., for example, the patentee introduced two licenses into evidence to prove that its pressurized fluid tubing for airplane engines was not obvious. The court was not convinced. It noted that one license was in settlement of a Patent Office interference proceeding between the patentee and another patent applicant. The other license involved a number of separate patents and a trademark, making it impossible to determine whether the patent at issue in the case had substantial value by itself. In another case, the court recognized that a wide variety of nontechnical considerations often enter into licensing transactions: "[Licensing] programs are not infallible guides to patentability. They sometimes succeed because they are mutually beneficial to the licensed group . . . ."

In addition to licensing evidence, a patentee can strengthen her case for validity by relying on another secondary factor—a showing that her invention meets a long-felt need. An invention that fills a long-expressed need, the reasoning goes, must not be obvious, or it would have been invented before. The long duration of the need demonstrates that

---

109. Id. at 996-97, 217 U.S.P.Q. at 7-8.
110. Id.
111. See Walker, Nexus Part II, supra note 74.
113. Id.
115. See, e.g., Walker, Nexus Part II, supra note 74, at 230-33. Some cases illustrate a basic tension between long-felt need and the presumption, for purposes of 35 U.S.C. § 103, that an inventor has complete knowledge of all relevant prior art in her field. See, e.g., EWP Corp., 755 F.2d at 908, 225 U.S.P.Q. at 20 (Davis, J., concurring) (criticizing majority opinion for not clarifying that relevant, though obscure, prior art describing similar invention obviates the secondary consideration of long-felt need for the patentee's invention). However, in one decision, the Federal Circuit implied that any invention fulfilling a long-felt need would be patentable per se, making it unnecessary for a court carefully to examine prior art. Hodosh v. Block Drug Co., Inc., 786 F.2d 1136, 229 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 182 (Fed. Cir. 1986), rev'd 226 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 645 (D.N.J. 1985), cert.
other inventors had ample time to try to fill it.116

An excellent example of the use of long-felt need to prove patentability is *W.L. Gore & Assoc.'s v. Garlock, Inc.*,117 which centered on a patent for the “wonder material” Gore-tex. The unique property of Gore-tex is that it remains waterproof while “breathing,” that is, while letting air pass through. Gore-tex is therefore perfect for a wide variety of applications, ranging from outdoor wear to artificial arteries. In the litigation challenging the Gore-tex patent, the inventor introduced evidence on the long-felt need for Gore-tex’s combination of properties. He showed, among other things, that the U.S. Army had long expressed a desire for a breathable yet waterproof fabric. The Court found this evidence persuasive: “Considering the long-felt need for [such] products and the obvious commercial advantage to be gained by meeting that need, it is reasonable to conclude that the claimed products of . . . [Gore’s] patent would not have been obvious . . . .”118

Commentators have often noted that long-felt need requires a key inference to effectively prove patentability: the court must infer that the patentee’s competitors, faced with the same market pressures, were contemporaneously trying to produce a similar invention.119 Introducing another form of secondary factor evidence—the failure of others—eliminates the need for this speculation; it proves directly what is only proved indirectly with long-felt need. Consequently, courts, including the Federal Circuit, have often relied on evidence of the failures of others to buttress a holding that an invention is not obvious.120


That secondary considerations are not considered unless there is evidence that those in the industry knew of the prior art is a non sequitur. Evidence of secondary considerations is considered independently of what any person knows about the prior art. These considerations are *objective* criteria . . . .

*Id.* at 1144, 229 U.S.P.Q. at 188 (emphasis in original). The trial court had concluded: “Had persons of ordinary skill in the pertinent arts known of these references, the court is persuaded, such long-standing need would have long ago been fulfilled, rendering copying unnecessary and commercial success merely continuous.” 226 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) at 656 (footnote omitted). The Federal Circuit’s decision has been criticized by a leading commentator. 2 D. Chisum, *supra* note 19, § 5.05[1], at 5-248 n.12.

116. *See infra* note 248 and accompanying text (classic decisions by Judge Learned Hand on the length of time the need must be felt).


118. *Id.* at 1555, 220 U.S.P.Q. at 315.


amid Co.,\textsuperscript{121} illustrates how courts weigh the failure of other firms in analyzing patentability. At issue was the validity of Dow's patent on a process for converting acrylonitrile, an inexpensive source material, into acrylamide, a compound that forms the foundation for commercially important polymers. Among the objective evidence Dow introduced to prove that its process was not obvious were the unsuccessful attempts of other firms—including American Cyanamid—to perfect the process despite investing considerable sums in research and development directed towards this end. "Cyanamid," the Court concluded, "tried but failed to develop the claimed invention and copied it instead."\textsuperscript{122} As this conclusion shows, the failed efforts of a skilled competitor often demonstrate the nonobviousness of an invention better than any other objective evidence.\textsuperscript{123}

Finally, evidence that other firms copied the patentee's invention, especially when accompanied by evidence that those firms tried and failed to make the invention on their own, can usually—though not always—contribute significantly to a showing of nonobviousness.\textsuperscript{124} The court, however, is not always persuaded by evidence of copying. In Vandenberg v. Dairy Equipment Co., the patentee submitted uncontroverted proof of direct copying by the patent challenger, whose product "differ[ed] from [the patentee's] system only in a few insignificant particulars."\textsuperscript{125} Nevertheless, partly based on evidence from the patent challenger that its employees had independently developed a similar design,\textsuperscript{126} the court gave short shrift to the patentee's copying evidence and invalidated the patent. This stands in stark contrast to the court's oft-repeated maxim that "copying a [patented] invention, rather than one

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{} 816 F.2d 617, 2 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1350 (Fed. Cir. 1987).
\bibitem{} Id. at 622, 2 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1355; \textit{see also} Hercules, Inc. v. Exxon Corp., 497 F. Supp. 661, 680, 207 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1088, 1104 (D. Del. 1980) ("[One company's] researchers worked for more than four years before realizing the suitability of bridge-ring hydrocarbons [the patented technique at issue] . . . . That so many companies conducted parallel research without making the same discovery further demonstrates the unobviousness of the invention.").
\bibitem{} \textit{See infra} notes 242-56 and accompanying text.
\bibitem{} \textit{See, e.g., Dow Chemical Co.,} 816 F.2d at 622 2 U.S.P.Q. at 1355; Cable Elec. Prods., Inc. v. Genmark, Inc., 770 F.2d 1015, 1026-27, 226 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 881, 888 (Fed. Cir. 1984); Vandenberg v. Dairy Equip. Co., 740 F.2d 1560, 1567, 224 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 195, 199 (Fed. Cir. 1984). Dictum in one case suggests that more firms than just the patent challenger must copy the patentee's invention Pentic, Inc. v. Graphic Controls Corp., 776 F.2d 309, 317, 227 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 766, 771 (Fed. Cir. 1985); \textit{see also} Cable Elec. Prods., Inc., 770 F.2d at 1028, 226 U.S.P.Q. at 889 (more than the mere fact of copying by an accused infringer is needed to affect a determination on the obviousness issue). Other cases, however, have upheld patents on evidence of copying by the challenger alone. \textit{See, e.g., Dow Chemical Co.,} 816 F.2d 617.
\bibitem{} 740 F.2d 1560, 1564, 224 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 195, 197 (Fed. Cir. 1984).
\bibitem{} \textit{Id.} at 1567, 224 U.S.P.Q. at 199 (evidence consisted of testimony by the challenger's employees that they had drawn up a preliminary sketch of a similar design that only incorporated the dimensions of the patentee's device).
\end{thebibliography}
within the public domain, is indicative of nonobviousness."\textsuperscript{127} Such an inconsistent position exacerbates the conflict between discouraging infringement of valid patents and encouraging challenges to questionable patents—an important policy tension running throughout patent law.\textsuperscript{128}

3. **Secondary Factors: Evidentiary and Procedural Aspects**

The shift in the Federal Circuit's evidentiary and procedural treatment of the secondary factors provides perhaps the most telling measure of the growing influence of these factors. The Federal Circuit has expanded the law to accommodate secondary factors in three main areas: (1) burden of proof; (2) relevance versus weight of the secondary factors; and (3) standard of review of lower court decisions.

### a. Burden of Proof

Patent disputes arise in two contexts—patent appeals and patent challenges—each of which carries with it a slightly different burden of proof. Where a patent examiner rejects an application as obvious, the patentee can appeal the decision to an administrative tribunal within the Patent Office.\textsuperscript{129} The Office has the burden of establishing a prima facie case that the invention was obvious. Once met, the burden shifts to the patentee.\textsuperscript{130} The shifting of the burden is justified by the presumption that the patentee possesses the facts pertaining to the secondary considerations.\textsuperscript{131} Under a similar rationale, where a private party in court challenges a patent, the burden remains with the patentee throughout the trial.\textsuperscript{132} In both proceedings, the patentee is required to establish some connection between secondary consideration evidence and the patented features of her product or process.\textsuperscript{133} This is the function of the nexus.


\textsuperscript{128} See, e.g., Lear, Inc. v. Adkins, 395 U.S. 653, 162 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1 (1969) (refusing to enforce license agreement provision prohibiting licensee from challenging the validity of the licensed patent, on the grounds that the law should encourage challenges to patents). \textit{See generally Malchup, Economic Review, supra note 2, at 26-29} (describing basic policy tensions in patent law). Cf. R. Nelson, Institutions Supporting Technical Change in Industry 6 (Nov. 1986) (unpublished manuscript on file with the \textit{California Law Review}) (discussing both the economic necessity for means to insure that R&D investment can be recouped via legal protection and the importance of imitation and dissemination of R&D-related information throughout industry—what the author calls the "public vs. private faces of technology").

\textsuperscript{129} See, e.g., In re Old, 229 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 196 (Pat. & Trademark Off. Bd. of Pat. App. & Interferences 1985). An interference is a proceeding among two or more patent applicants to determine who made a particular invention first.

\textsuperscript{130} Id. at 199-200.

\textsuperscript{131} See Walker, \textit{Nexus Part I}, supra note 41, at 178-80.


\textsuperscript{133} Id. On the other hand, once the patentee has made out a prima facie case establishing a nexus—generally by proving that the item disclosed and claimed in the patent has achieved
requirement described in our earlier discussion. One should bear in mind one key point from that discussion: Although the patentee has the burden of proving secondary factors, she will often easily establish the minimal causal link of the nexus requirement, making these factors potent additions to her case for nonobviousness. Whether they will be decisive additions is difficult to predict. We have seen in our discussion of the Windsurfing and Pentec cases that the Federal Circuit's nexus standard is hardly a model of clarity.  

b. Weight versus Relevance

Not only has the Federal Circuit created an uncertain nexus standard, it has addressed another evidentiary question bearing on the secondary factors: Whether the challenger's counter-evidence undercuts the relevance of the secondary consideration, and hence its admissibility, or whether it merely detracts from the weight of that consideration. The Graham case left this question unanswered for nearly twenty years.

Prior to the Federal Circuit's creation, courts had held that proof of a causal link between secondary factors and patented features was a precondition to admission of secondary factors. The Federal Circuit clarified the relevancy issue in Stratoflex, Inc. v. Aeroquip Corp. when it said: "It is jurisprudentially inappropriate to disregard any relevant evidence . . . . Thus evidence arising out of the so-called 'secondary considerations' must always when present be considered en route to a determination of obviousness." After the Stratoflex case, the only open issue is how much weight a court should give the evidence of secondary considerations.

The Federal Circuit has stated that commercial success, and indeed all the secondary factors "may be the most pertinent, probative, and revealing evidence available," and that they "should when present always be considered an integral part of the analysis." The court has also
stated, "That evidence is 'secondary' in time does not mean that it is secondary in importance." Several Federal Circuit judges have waged a prolonged campaign to discredit the "secondary" label that the Supreme Court assigned to these factors in *Graham*. These judges, including Federal Circuit Chief Judge Harold Markey, contend that the term "secondary" is at least "unfortunate," if not completely meaningless. More importantly, the Court has begun to refer to the secondary factors as one of "the four inquiries mandated by *Graham*." There is simply no doubt that the Federal Circuit, through subtle changes in the standard for introducing these factors and in weighing these factors once introduced, has elevated them, when present, to a central place in the law of patentability.

---

314 (Fed. Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 851 (1984); see also Custom Accessories, Inc. v. Jeffrey-Allan Indus., 807 F.2d 955, 960, 1 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1196, 1199 (Fed. Cir. 1986) (same, but cautioning that absence of objective evidence of secondary factors is not fatal to patentability). The Federal Circuit has left no doubt that it believes this evidence to be relevant. Where a patentee's competitors are alleged to be selling products that are copies of the patentee's product, the patentee is allowed to use competitors' sales data as proof of commercial success. This applies even to competitors who are not parties to an infringement action. *Truswal Systems Corp. v. Hydro-Air Eng'g*, Inc., 813 F.2d 1207, 2 U.S.P.Q.2d 1034 (Fed. Cir. 1987) (holding that sales data of nonparty is relevant evidence and therefore may be the subject of a discovery order or subpoena). But see American Standard, Inc. v. Pfizer, Inc., 828 F.2d 734, 3 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1817 (Fed. Cir. 1987) (ruling sales data of nonparty not discoverable in the case at bar) (criticized in a partial dissent by Judge Pauline Newman, stating that "this court reached a different conclusion on similar facts in *Truswal* . . ."). *Id.* at 747, 3 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1826 (Newman, J., dissenting).


139. See Markey, *Why Not the Statute?*, 65 J. PAT. OFF. SOC'Y 331, 338-39 (1983) ("the misnamed 'secondary considerations' "); see also Federico, *Further Comments and Observations on the Origin of Section 103*, in WITHERSPOON, NONOBVIOUSNESS, supra note 19, at 1:301-1:305, 1:305 ("[T]he use of the word 'secondary' with respect to considerations which may enter into the determination seems unfortunate."); Rich, *Laying the Ghost of the "Invention" Requirement*, 1 AM. PAT. L.A.Q.J. 26, 38 (1972) ("There is just one unfortunate word in [Graham's secondary factors] passage: 'secondary.' I don't think it should be given any weight though some courts seem to have done so . . . ."). But see Edwards, *That Clumsy Word "Nonobviousness"*, 60 J. PAT. OFF. SOC'Y 3, 11 (1978) ("I do not agree [with Judge Rich] that Federal Courts have the right to ignore or overrule . . . ." [It clearly is the Supreme Court of the United States which is final authority on interpretation of both federal statutory and Constitutional law"). One commentator has made an attempt to reconcile these two views. Chisum, *Address before the AIPPA Annual Meeting, AM. INTELL. PROP. L. ASSOC. BULL.* 618, 620-21 (1984) ("[T]he considerations are secondary not because they are secondary in importance [but] because they are relevant through a process of inference to the ultimate technical issue of nonobviousness [and being] relevant through a chain of inference, their force may be weakened for a variety of reasons."); see also *Truswal Systems Corp. v. Hydro-Air Eng'g*, Inc., 813 F.2d 1207, 2 U.S.P.Q.2d 1034, 1038 (Fed. Cir. 1987).


c. Standard of Review

Theoretically, the Federal Circuit, like other federal appellate courts, may overrule only legal conclusions and "clearly erroneous" findings of fact. While this degree of power would seem to limit the court's ability to disturb findings of fact related to commercial success, the Federal Circuit has in fact practiced a double standard where findings of commercial success are concerned.\textsuperscript{142} In its published opinions so far, the court has apparently never questioned a lower court's finding of commercial success, nor has it ever appeared to question a finding that such success is attributable to the patented features of the invention.\textsuperscript{143} In fact, the Federal Circuit has affirmed lower court opinions that lacked evidence linking commercial success to the patented invention.\textsuperscript{144}

On the other hand, where a trial court has refused to find commercial success, or found it attributable to causes other than the patented features of the invention, the Federal Circuit has carefully examined the evidence adduced at trial. On a number of occasions the Federal Circuit

\textsuperscript{142} The following remarks by one of the court's senior members, Judge Giles Rich, sheds some light on the way one Federal Circuit judge views trial findings:

One of the things that changed in the transition from CCPA to CAFC [the Federal Circuit] is much greater emphasis in the new court on standard of review . . . . In the CCPA, we were not reviewing trials, and Rule 52(a) was not applicable. Or if it was, we ignored it. Reviewing the PTO Boards [Patent and Trademark Office Boards of Patent Appeals], our attitude was we reversed them if they were wrong . . . . I also must say that I have great difficulty in the distinction between an alleged fact being wrong and being "clearly erroneous," and I seem to remember a learned colleague saying "It doesn't matter, if you want to upset the fact finding, you just have to use the magic words."


\textsuperscript{143} See, e.g., Windsurfing International, Inc. v. AMF, Inc., 782 F.2d 995, 999, 228 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 562, 565 (Fed. Cir. 1986) (finding that trial court did not inpermissibly credit evidence of commercial success); King Instrument Corp. v. Otari Corp., 767 F.2d 853, 859 n.3, 226 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 402, 406 n.3 (Fed. Cir. 1985) ("While there was no specific finding of nexus between the evidence of commercial success and the claimed invention we may properly assume that this evidence entered into the district court's consideration under the correct standard." (citation omitted)); Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc. v. Nicolet Instrument Corp., 739 F.2d 604, 641, 222 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 654, 660 (Fed. Cir.) (presuming, based on evidence presented, that jury found nexus), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 1038 (1984).

\textsuperscript{144} See, e.g., Simmons Fastener Corp. v. Illinois Tool Works, Inc., 739 F.2d 1573, 1574-75, 222 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 744, 746 (Fed. Cir. 1984), rev'd 560 F. Supp. 1277, 218 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 547 (N.D.N.Y. 1983), cert. denied, 471 U.S. 1065 (1985). In Simmons, the trial court had invalidated a patent on a screw anchor used to attach screws inside refrigerators. The trial court had found the patented invention obvious on its face and scarcely considered secondary consideration evidence. 560 F. Supp. at 1292, 218 U.S.P.Q. at 560. The Federal Circuit reversed and remanded with the admonition that the secondary considerations are always relevant. Nevertheless, the court noted that certain statements by the trial court amounted to a finding that the required nexus was present. 739 F.2d at 1575, 222 U.S.P.Q. at 746. Thus, the Federal Circuit determined that a trial court which did not even admit secondary consideration evidence had found a nexus.
has reversed trial courts that completely ignored commercial success.\textsuperscript{145} Although the Federal Circuit does not always reverse decisions invalidating patents on successful inventions,\textsuperscript{146} it appears to scrutinize more closely decisions rejecting evidence of success than those accepting it. This parallels its increased willingness to overturn trial court decisions invalidating patents.

The Federal Circuit’s intense scrutiny of lower courts’ findings of commercial success led to the only occasion so far when the Supreme Court has vacated one of the Federal Circuit’s opinions. In \textit{Dennison Mfg. Co. v. Panduit Corp.},\textsuperscript{147} the Federal Circuit reversed a trial court decision invalidating a patent for obviousness. The Supreme Court vacated and remanded the Federal Circuit opinion, stating that it was unclear whether the trial court’s findings had been deemed clearly erroneous or whether the Federal Circuit had reversed the trial court as a matter of law.\textsuperscript{148} On remand, the Federal Circuit reinstated its decision in an opinion emphasizing that obviousness was a question of law, although necessarily based on certain findings of fact.\textsuperscript{149} Allowing the appellate court to consider facts in this manner apparently preserves the authority of the Federal Circuit without overtly undercutting the tradi-


\textsuperscript{146} See \textit{In re Vamco Machine & Tool, Inc.}, 752 F.2d 1564, 1577 & n.5, 224 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 617, 625 & n.5 (Fed. Cir. 1985); Litton Systems, Inc. v. Whirlpool Corp., 728 F.2d 1423, 1440-42, 221 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 97, 107-09 (Fed. Cir. 1984) (same re: design patent); Aktiebolaget Karlstads Mekaniska Werkstad v. United States Int’l Trade Comm’n, 705 F.2d 1565, 217 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 865, 870-73 (Fed. Cir. 1983). In fact, the Federal Circuit has close to a perfectly “even” record of affirming and reversing trial courts—a fact of which the court is well aware. \textit{See Markey, Second Annual Federal Circuit Judicial Conference: State of the Court, 104 F.R.D. 210, 211 (1985) (presentation by Chief Judge Markey citing an unnamed study published that year, probably Dunner, \textit{Introduction to Articles in Symposium of the First Three Years of The United States Court of Appeals of the Federal Circuit}, 13 AM. INTELL. PROP. L.A.Q.J. 185, 187 Table I (1985)); supra note 71. Of course, the reversal rate is not nearly as important as which cases are reversed, nor even as important as what general signals are sent to trial courts, patentees, and other inventors. If potential patent challengers shy away from bringing declaratory actions or performing research in fields where commercially successful inventions are prevalent, the impact of the doctrinal shift in the Federal Circuit will be felt just as strongly as if the court held in favor of the patentee in most cases. In this sense it is the untried cases that may be most significant.


\textsuperscript{148} \textit{Id.} at 811. If the Federal Circuit’s reasoning reached neither of these levels, the decision would be in error.

\textsuperscript{149} 810 F.2d 1561, 1566, 1 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1593, 1595-96 (Fed. Cir. 1987). For a critique of this reasoning, see Note, supra note 142.
tional importance of the factfinder in patent cases. This approach to the question predates the Federal Circuit, however.\textsuperscript{150}

Since juries generally favor patentees,\textsuperscript{151} appeals of jury decisions present a special case. In these cases, the Federal Circuit has shown little desire to change the law. In keeping with older cases,\textsuperscript{152} the Federal Circuit has held that special interrogatories are required to plumb the basis of jury decisions concerning obviousness.\textsuperscript{153} Likewise, the court continues the established practice of reviewing jury instructions to make sure they conform to current doctrine regarding secondary factors and the nexus requirement.\textsuperscript{154}

In sum, the Federal Circuit has thoroughly transformed commercial success, indeed for that matter all secondary factors, from minor to major components in the nonobviousness determination. Building on the ambiguous Supreme Court case law, the Federal Circuit has enhanced the substantive importance of these factors, while at the same time reducing evidentiary and procedural obstacles to their use. Whether this transformation has been based on sound principles, and whether the court has carried it out in the most reasonable fashion, are discussed in Section III.

III
ANALYTICAL AND ECONOMIC APPROACHES TO THE SECONDARY CONSIDERATIONS

The Federal Circuit's decisions on commercial success send a strong and clear message to the lower courts: The patent system seeks to reward innovation, so take seriously all indications of commercial success. The message rings with the echoes of the court's founding princi-

\begin{itemize}
  \item\textsuperscript{150} See, e.g., Tights, Inc. v. Acm-
      e-McCray Corp., 541 F.2d 1047, 1060, 191 U.S.P.Q. (BNA)
      305, 313 (4th Cir.), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 980 (1976); see also
      Comment, Nonobviousness in Patent Law: A Question of Law or
      Fact, 18 WM. & MARY L. REV. 612 (1977) (arguing that nonobvi-
      ousness should be a question of pure fact). The Federal Circuit's
      law and fact analysis has been justified on the grounds that it
      allows quick resolution of patent validity without necessitating
      that cases be remanded to the trial court; Note, Panduit Corp. v.
      Denison Manufacturing Co.: De Novo Review and the Federal
      Circuit's Application of the Clearly Erroneous Standard, 36 AM.
      U.L. REV. 963 (1987). Additionally, some commentators have
      pointed out that the court is more expert in patent law than trial
      courts, and thus should be permitted to resolve "mixed" questions of
      law and fact in order to fulfill its statutory mandate of stabilizing
      patent law. R. Dreyfuss, The Federal Circuit: A Case Study in
      Specialized Courts 55 (February 10, 1988) (unpublished article on
      file with the California Law Review).
  \item\textsuperscript{151} See Baldo, Juries Love the Patent Holder, FORBES,
      June 17, 1985, at 147.
  \item\textsuperscript{152} See Walker, Nexus Part I, supra note 41, at 186.
  \item\textsuperscript{153} See, e.g., Structural Rubber Prods. Co. v. Park Rubber
      Cir. 1984); Perkin-Elmer Corp. v. Computervision Corp., 732
  \item\textsuperscript{154} Walker, Nexus Part I, supra note 41, at 186-87.
\end{itemize}
ple—to make patent doctrines more predictable and thereby foster technological innovation.

On its surface then, commercial success is a valuable factor on which to base patent decisions: First, it is "objective" evidence, which forms the foundation of a predictable doctrine; second, it ensures that a patent will issue when the very thing the patent system seeks to encourage—innovation—has taken place. Nonetheless, commercial success may be an inappropriate factor in patent decisions, because it relies upon indirect evidence, and because it assumes a simplistic conceptual model of innovation.

A. Commercial Success and the Long Inferential Trail

Commercial success is a poor indicator of patentability because it is indirect; it depends for its effectiveness on a long chain of inferences, and the links in the chain are often subject to doubt. This was one of the central insights of a seminal article on patentability written in 1966 by Edmund Kitch.\(^\text{155}\) Kitch argued that commercial success was an unreli-

able indicator of nonobviousness. To illustrate his point, Kitch identified four inferences a judge must make to work backward from evidence of market success to a conclusion of patentable invention:

First, that the commercial success is due to the innovation. Second, that . . . potential commercial success was perceived before its development. Third, the potential commercial success having been perceived, it is likely that efforts were made [by a number of firms] to develop the improvement. Fourth, the efforts having been made by men of skill in the art, they failed because the patentee was the first to reduce his development to practice.156

With only the fact that one company has successfully innovated as a starting point, a court is asked to reconstruct a long series of events and, more importantly, to decide how much of the final success is attributable to each factor introduced along the way. Each inference is weak, because there are almost always several explanations why a product was successful or why other firms missed a market opportunity.157 Only the last piece of the puzzle—the failure of others independently to produce this innovation—is indisputably established. This “objective evidence” requires an extraordinary job of factual reconstruction.

Despite the cogency of this attack, Kitch has since changed his position in a later article where he describes a new theoretical explanation for the workings of the patent system.158 In this second article, Kitch argues that the patent system operates much like the mineral rights claiming system used in public lands in the western United States during the latter part of the nineteenth century.159 A patent, according to this “prospect theory,” is like a mining claim. It gives its holder the right to control the future development of a property—which in the case of patents is a useful idea. It is within this broad reappraisal of the patent system that Kitch shifted his position on commercial success. He uses the prospect function to explain a number of patent law’s more puzzling features, including the use of commercial success:

The fact that a product or process within the terms of the patent claim is commercially successful tells the court that the patent serves as the foundation for a series of now valuable contract rights. By announcing that the subsequent value of those rights will be taken into account if the patent leads to a successful product, the court increases the security of the investment process necessary to maximize the value of the patent.160

The prospect theory is a significant contribution to the theoretical

---

156. Kitch, supra note 24, at 332.
157. Id.
159. Id. at 266.
160. Id. at 283.
literature on patents\textsuperscript{161} because it goes beyond the orthodox view of patents as a \textit{reward} for the \textit{completion} of a specific invention.\textsuperscript{162} It recognizes that most patents come at the \textit{beginning} of a long process leading from conception to innovation. By emphasizing the creation of property rights in the future development path of the invention, that is, in the myriad potential applications of the invention claimed in the patent, the prospect theory fundamentally shifted the temporal focus of patent theory from \textit{ex post} analysis to consideration of the \textit{ex ante} effects of patents as incentives to invent and innovate. Rather than characterizing a patent as a reward for completing a project, Kitch sees it as an incentive \textit{to complete} the project, secure in the knowledge that the property rights granted by the patent make one safe from theft of, and encroachment on, the project’s central ideas.

Despite its appeal, the prospect theory has had its share of critics. The criticisms center on the fact that the law grants only limited rights to future applications of the invention claimed in a patent.\textsuperscript{163} The scope of patent protection depends primarily on the precise language of the patent claim or claims, which is usually limited by both prior related patents and prior unpatented technology.\textsuperscript{164} Consequently, far from holding exclusive rights over the future development of his invention, a patentee is sometimes forced to take a license from another inventor who has improved on the patentee’s own invention—a case of so-called “blocking patents.”\textsuperscript{165} These limitations to the scope of patents, as well as empirical evidence on the very limited economic benefits that flow from the


\textsuperscript{162} This function had been emphasized by some of the older accounts of the workings of the patent system. See, e.g., Machlup, \textit{Economic Review}, supra note 2, at 23 (reviewing views of nineteenth century European economists who envisioned patents as a “reward by monopoly”).

\textsuperscript{163} See, e.g., F.M. Scherer, \textit{ supra} note 16; Beck, \textit{The Prospect Theory of the Patent System and Unproductive Competition}, 5 Res. L. & Econ. 193 (1983) (patent law does not protect all or even many future developments of a technology).

\textsuperscript{164} See, e.g., Noonan, \textit{Understanding Patent Scope}, Or. L. Rev. 717, 723-25 (1986). The Patent Office narrows a patentee’s claims in a give-and-take procedure. The impact of such “claims limitations” on subsequent infringement suits is that an accused infringer can escape liability by proving that her invention is within a category of technology that the patentee “disclaimed.” Such a disclaimer usually comes in response to an objection by the Patent Office that the patent claim is too broad—that is, that it would encompass technology in the prior art, or that it claims more than the patent applicant has really invented. \textit{Id.} at 724.

\textsuperscript{165} See, e.g., Marconi Wireless Tel. Co. v. DeForest Radio Tel. & Tel. Co., 236 F. 942 (S.D.N.Y. 1916), aff’d, 243 F. 560 (2d Cir. 1917) (patent on evacuated container having two electrodes (the diode) was infringed by improvement patent on triode; since latter necessarily contained two diodes, triode patentee required to take license from diode patentee to use diode invention, and diode patentee required to take license to use the improvement); 1 P. Rosenberg, \textit{Patent Law Fundamentals} § 1.03 at 10-11 (2d ed. 1986 & Supp. 1987); see also Special Equip. Co. v. Coe, 324 U.S. 370, 382, 64 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 525, 531 (1945); Hartford-Empire Co. v. United States, 323 U.S. 386, 431-32, 64 U.S.P.Q. 18, 38 (1945).
average patent,\textsuperscript{166} led one critical economist to state that the prospect theory is "little influenced by any concern for reality."\textsuperscript{167}

Aside from this more general criticism, the prospect theory has a very specific fault: its unsupported transformation of commercial success into a crucial indicator of patentability. Kitch argues that commercial success signals that "the patent serves as the foundation for a series of now valuable contract rights."\textsuperscript{168} By emphasizing the market value of an invention, Kitch discards any worry about the inferential links between market success and patentability; the fact that the invention has commercial value means it is patentable. The prospect theory thus highlights one key patent policy—that of rewarding inventors by "increas[ing] the security of the investment process"—at the expense of another policy, disclosure.

The prospect theory's single-minded concern with the value of the transactions surrounding an invention, rather than with the invention itself, assumes away questions about the underlying technology. Many transactions involve trade secrets and know-how, for example, but the mere existence of transactions seems a poor rationale for elevating to patentable status those trade secrets and items of know-how that happen to be involved in market transactions. After all, the qualities that have traditionally made something patentable arise not out of the innovation's value in private exchange (though this may be considerable), but out of the value the invention's disclosure confers on society at large—that is, out of its contribution to the stock of technological knowledge. Once the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{166} See Mansfield, \textit{Patents and Innovation: An Empirical Study}, 32 MGMT. SCI. 173, 174 (1986) (in only two of the twelve industries studied was "patent protection . . . judged to be essential for the development or introduction of 30\% or more of the inventions [made in a given year]"). The Mansfield study accords with other findings that only a few patents are highly valuable. See, e.g., Schankerman & Pakes, \textit{Estimates of the Value of Patent Rights in European Countries During the Post-1950 Period}, 96 ECON. J. 1052, 1074 (1986); cf. F.M. Scherer, \textit{supra} note 16, at 440 ("[D]uring the 1970s the number of patents issued . . . ranged between 70,000 and 81,000 per year. Most covered inventions of slight technological and economic significance, but in any given year there are likely to be a thousand or so moderately to extremely important inventions patented.").
\item \textsuperscript{167} F.M. Scherer, \textit{supra} note 16, at 447 n.30. This is an overstatement; Kitch did, after all, raise our level of sophistication in understanding how the reward function works. The critique, however, rings true in at least one important respect: The prospect theory fails to recognize that in the usual case a patent circumscribes a fairly small corner of technology. The inventor's "prospect" is usually narrow, hemmed in on all sides by the claims of other inventors, and the limitations of his own insight. Although occasional "pioneer" patents are broad enough to cover a substantial range of improvements to a technology, these are rare. See e.g., Continental Paper Bag Co. v. Eastern Paper Bag Co., 210 U.S. 405 (1908) (basic patent on folded paper bag accorded wide scope against infringers). \textit{But see}, e.g., Texas Instruments, Inc. v. United States Int'l Trade Comm'n, 805 F.2d 1558, 231 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 833 (Fed. Cir. 1986) (refusing to find infringement despite pioneering status of basic electronic calculator patent at issue). A typical patent covers different embodiments of the invention it discloses, but this is a far cry from coverage of the future development path of the technology, as the prospect theory implies.
\item \textsuperscript{168} Kitch, \textit{supra} note 158, at 283.
\end{itemize}
focus returns to the invention's technical merits, the spurious inferential connection between success and significant technical advance becomes obvious, and one is thrown back to Kitch's original insight: Given this weak connection, patentability should not turn on commercial success.

Despite the fundamental defects in the inferential reasoning behind commercial success, it is a highly significant determinant of patentability in the Federal Circuit. It is therefore critical to study the effects of the Federal Circuit's changes in the law of secondary factors. In particular, we must examine how they will square with the traditional emphasis of the patent system on technical achievement, and the policies of disclosure and reward, and also what kinds of inventions they will encourage. Consideration of some economic research and theory is a logical first step in this evaluation.

B. An Economic Critique of Commercial Success

The first objection is that commercial success only signals that there has been an invention; it does not establish this fact directly. As described above, this objection led Edmund Kitch to criticize the use of commercial success on the occasion of the Supreme Court's Graham decision in 1966. The inferences he identified are its primary weakness; if a commercially successful innovation occurs at the end of a long chain of events, a judge—armed only with the fact of success—must reconstruct the causative elements that led to that success.

In addition to the long inferential trail needed to link commercial success with patentability, the use of this evidence also assumes an overly simplistic model of innovation. In reconstructing the events from invention to commercial success, a judge relies on an implicit model of innovation, in which several firms perceive equally the market needs, they race to innovate, and the firm whose invention succeeds in the market is declared the winner/patentee. Of course, the model provides for alternative scenarios. A court could find, for example, that an invention was successful because of unpatented features, or because of the patentee's dominant position in an industry. Even in these cases, however, the analysis begins by testing the facts against the implicit model. Consequently, although the burden of proving facts is on the patentee, she is granted what amounts to a quasi-presumption of patentability because of the framework dictated by the commercial success doctrine. Moreover, as we have seen, this quasi-presumption appears to exercise considerable influence on the outcome of cases in the Federal Circuit. 

169. See, e.g., Rich, Laying the Ghost of the Invention Requirement, 1 AM. PAT. L.A.Q.J. 26 (1972). (It has, accordingly, often been called "circumstantial evidence" of invention.).
170. See supra notes 155-65 and accompanying text.
171. See supra note 73 and accompanying text.
The preceding analysis requires that we consider the accuracy of the model implicit in the commercial success doctrine. How much do we know about the innovation process, and does it support or undercut the model? While patent cases provide a good deal of ad hoc discussion of these issues, we must go beyond the cases for systematic answers to our questions. This takes us to the economic study of innovation.

I. Schumpeter and the Economic Study of Innovation

In this section we will revisit the intellectual pedigree of the economics of innovation. The reason is simple: to understand the relevance of innovation economics to a critique of commercial success, we must first understand what this branch of economics is all about.

The study of innovation—what it is, how it comes about, and what its effects are—has long been an active branch of economics. Today it is carried on largely in the shadow of the late Joseph Schumpeter, the Austrian-American economist whose unorthodox theory of economic growth was based on the importance of technological innovation. To summarize somewhat brutally, Schumpeter advanced three related principles concerning innovation: (1) capitalist economies are characterized by a continuous process of "creative destruction," in which innovative technologies and organizational structures constantly threaten the status quo; (2) technological innovation provides the opportunity for temporary monopoly profits, and the pursuit of these profits has spurred the tremendous growth of the Western economies; and (3) because of the expense of conducting research, large firms are necessary to keep the engine of capitalist change going. Therefore, despite its advantages in terms of short-term social welfare, an industry structure that encourages competition among many small firms is not the best structure for fostering technological innovation.

172. For an assessment of Schumpeter's place in the development of economics, see P. Dasgupta, The Theory of Technological Competition, in New Developments in the Analysis of Market Structure 519 (J. Stiglitz & G. Mathewson eds. 1986). Professor Dasgupta states: "Economists are prone to having hero-figures. In the economics of technological change, Joseph Schumpeter continues to reign as the undisputed godfather." Id. at 519.

173. See J. SCHUMPFETER, CAPITALISM, SOCIALISM, AND DEMOCRACY 81-106 (3d ed. 1950). For a good summary of the basic tenets of the Schumpeterian approach, see R. NELSON & S. WINTER, supra note 2, at 275-81; F.M. SCHERER, supra note 2, at vii-x.

The "Schumpeterian approach" which I describe comes mainly from his later work. There is a good deal of tension between this approach and that of his earlier writing, in which he tended to emphasize the importance of small entrepreneurs in the innovation process, J. SCHUMPETER, THE THEORY OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 132-33 (1934), and of "swarming imitators" in innovation and growth, 1 & 2 J. SCHUMPETER, BUSINESS CYCLES: A THEORETICAL, HISTORICAL AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS (1939). For a recent article concluding that the "older" Schumpeter of THE THEORY OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, supra, more accurately describes the birth and growth of the biotechnology industry, see Kenney, Schumpeterian Innovation and Entrepreneurs in Capitalism: A Case Study in the U.S. Biotechnology Industry, 15 RES. POL’Y 21 (1986).
These three principles have exercised a powerful influence on the study of innovation. Since Schumpeter's time, many scholars have devoted a significant amount of energy to testing his hypotheses.\textsuperscript{174} Although a number of those hypotheses have been modified and refined over time, Schumpeter's commitment to a vision of economics based on technological innovation has endured.

Despite its importance in contemporary economics, however, the Schumpeterian perspective has not received any sustained attention from legal scholars,\textsuperscript{175} perhaps because those scholars interested in economics have focused most of their attention on microeconomic modeling.\textsuperscript{176} Yet the Schumpeterian perspective seems well-suited for studying the legal rules—particularly patent laws—that influence innovation. Therefore, while a small body of legal literature addresses the economic effects of the patent system,\textsuperscript{177} this Article explicitly adopts a Schumpeterian

\textsuperscript{174} For an overview of work in this area, see M. KAMIE\textsc{n} & N. SCHWARTZ, MARKET STRUCTURE AND INNOVATION 49-104 (1982). Kamien and Schwartz conclude that the main finding of empiricists who have tested Schumpeter's central hypothesis (a theoretical link between firm size and innovation) is that a high degree of monopoly power is unrelated to disproportionately large research expenditures. In fact, the consistent finding is that an intermediate degree of industry concentration produces the highest volume of research and development spending. \textit{Id.} at 104.


\textsuperscript{176} The use of formal microeconomic models has proved persuasive in several areas of the law, antitrust being perhaps the most notable. See, e.g., R. POSNER, \textit{ANTITRUST LAW (AN ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE)} 8-18 (1976) (discussing the microeconomic model of monopoly).

\textsuperscript{177} See, e.g., Kitch, \textit{supra} note 158; Beck, \textit{supra} note 163 (both discussing the prospect theory and its application to the patent system); \textit{see also The Economics of Patents and Copyrights}, 8 RES. L. & ECON. passim (1986) (especially articles by Kitch, Priest, and Cheung); Yu, \textit{Potential Competition and Contracting in Innovation}, 24 J.L. & ECON. 215 (1981); cf. DeBrock, \textit{supra} note 161 (summarizing various theoretical treatments of optimal patent life).

George Priest of Yale Law School has severely criticized the entire literature on the optimal scope and term of patents. Priest, \textit{What Economists Can Tell Lawyers About Intellectual Property}, 8 RES. L. & ECON. 19, 20 (1986). He contends that law and economics works best when there is consensus on the goals to be served by a legal rule. \textit{Id.} at 22-23. For example, in criminal law or environmental law, where there is common agreement on the goal (less crime and pollution), the only remaining issue is how best to achieve it. He argues that this is not the case with patent law, because no one agrees on whether more invention is necessarily good. \textit{Id.} at 22. He also asserts that "the literature [on patents] has taught us almost nothing," because it is not based on sound empirical research. \textit{Id.} at 20.

Priest's criticisms are, however, not applicable to this Article. To the extent that my paper assumes a consensus on the goals of the patent system—first, to reward meritorious invention; second, to foster the diffusion of new technology; and third, to coordinate subsequent development (Kitch's "prospect function")—it escapes this criticism, since these are precisely the kinds of goals shared by criminal law and environmental law theorists. Note also that I rely heavily on empirical
framework for its analysis.

The patent system, as we saw above, rewards invention directly, and innovation only indirectly. Economists since Schumpeter have distinguished between the two, \footnote{See R. Nelson & S. Winter, supra note 2, at 236.} normally describing an "invention" as a technical idea that can lead to a new product or that can be used to solve an industrial problem. They reserve the term "innovation" for the introduction of a new technology—in the usual case, the arrival of an invention in commercialized form on the market.\footnote{See C. Freeman, supra note 2, at 57; H. Passer, The Electrical Manufacturers, 1875-1900 (1953) (Edison's light bulb); N. Rosenberg, Perspectives on Technology 9-45 (1976); F.M. Scherer, Invention and Innovation in the Watt-Boulton Steam Engine Venture, in Innovation and Growth: Schumpeterian Perspectives 8 (1984).}

Economists thus use the terms invention and innovation as they are understood by students of the patent system. Although a few economists have distinguished between "major" innovations (for example, the steam engine or light bulb) and "minor" ones, the Schumpeterian tradition typically does not rely on such a distinction.\footnote{See supra note 3 and accompanying text.} In fact, the major/minor distinction is both conceptually problematic and largely irrelevant for purposes of understanding how and why new products are introduced. Therefore, given the consistency in terminology, we can safely apply economic studies of innovation to our analysis of patent standards.

In our critique of the secondary factors, we will look at two lines of Schumpeterian economic analysis, one theoretical and the other empirical. The theoretical work strongly challenges the implicit model of innovation contained in the commercial success doctrine. It demonstrates that there are many situations where competing firms have sound economic reasons to eschew innovation opportunities. Likewise, the implicit model underlying commercial success reflects the erroneous assumption that firms often have a great deal of information about what consumers demand. As a consequence of this assumption, a successful innovation may represent something other than a technical coup and hence it is a poor proxy for the presence of a patentable technical advance.

Empirical research supports several general conclusions from the
theoretical work on innovation. Specifically, a number of studies of successful innovations highlight the critical importance of an innovating firm's sensitivity and responsiveness to the market. User education, service, and field support are all critical to the success of an innovation, yet they are largely unrelated to the underlying technical advance embodied in the innovation itself. A simple conclusion follows from the Schumpeterian literature on innovation: The relative importance of market-related factors, as opposed to sheer technical superiority, demonstrates the fallacy of relying on evidence of commercial success to prove nonobviousness.

2. Models of Innovation as a Race

a. An Overview

The first economic theory we must consider shares the implicit model's assumption that technological innovation results from a race among firms; the finish line a firm seeks is a single, identifiable innovation whose advantages are clear to all other firms in an industry. These studies model a firm's decisions about how much money and effort to expend in reaching the goal, given their expectations about rivals' research, the benefits of being first, and the benefits, if any, of being second. For reasons noted earlier, these assumptions appear to be somewhat unrealistic and hence the models only approximate how innovation actually occurs. However, to the extent that these models err, they err in favor of the implicit model of innovation we have discussed; that is, they tend to simplify reality in a way that is entirely consistent with the assumptions of that implicit model. Since their conclusions nevertheless undercut the implicit model's faith in the usefulness of commercial success, they highlight the limitations of the model and hence of commercial success itself.

Although we will consider only one particular model of innovation, it is important to remember that there are in fact a whole family of such models, and a good deal of variety among them. Even so, in broad out-

181. See infra notes 183-88 and accompanying text. That the models are stylized becomes apparent when one considers the enormous differences among innovation processes in different industries and the (somewhat related) differences in the importance of patents to various industries. On this latter point, see Levin, A New Look at the Patent System, 76 AM. ECON. REV. (PAP. & PROC.) 199, 200 (1986); R. Nelson, S. Winter & A. Klevorick, Results of Patent Survey, June, 1984 (unpublished manuscript on file with the California Law Review) (reporting, on basis of several thousand questionnaires, interindustry differences in the relative importance of patents, trade secrets, early entry, and other protective devices). Again, however, as with the invention/innovation distinction, the patent system forces us to oversimplify our analysis of the real world because of its identical treatment of inventions in all industries. Perhaps this should not be so. Nevertheless, since it is, for the time being at least, we will have to be content with stylized and thus assumption-specific models for our analysis.
line these models do share several common features: First, competition among potential innovators is modeled as a race; that is, there is a recognizable goal toward which firms compete. Second, devoting more resources (money, time, equipment) can accelerate the completion date of an innovation project. Third, there is some monetary reward for finishing first, although it may in some cases be smaller than the reward to one who is second (that is, an imitator). Fourth, and finally, these models assume that firms maximize profits; although this is subject in some cases to constraints on information and other conditions. Ultimately, this literature is unified by its focus on how profits, costs, and the intensity of rivalry affect the speed of development of a given innovation.

With these general points in mind, we turn now to a specific example of an innovation race model.

b. The Kamien and Schwartz Model

Economists Morton Kamien and Nancy Schwartz constructed a fairly simple mathematical model of multi-firm races to produce innovations. Their goal was to examine the effect of varying levels of competition on the rate and direction of innovation. In order to do this, they took into account the costs and rewards of imitating as well as innovating. Even in the simplest form of their model, where firms know that a given innovation can be achieved at a certain cost, Kamien and Schwartz conclude that profit-maximizing firms may choose to be imitators rather than innovators. They assume that each firm has the techni-

---

182. The points that follow are taken from an overview of race models in M. KAMIEI & N. SCHWARTZ, supra note 174, at 105-12. For a sampling of important contributions to this topic, see Dasgupta & Stiglitz, Uncertainty, Industrial Structure, and the Speed of R&D, 11 BELL J. ECON. 1 (1980) (studying the consequences of competition on invention and innovation); Lippman & McCardle, Dropout Behavior in R&D Races with Learning, 18 RAND J. ECON. 287 (1987) (analyzing the conditions prior to an invention's discovery which cause a firm to drop out of the race after investing in R&D); Loury, Market Structure and Innovation, 93 Q.J. ECON. 395 (1979) (formulating a model in which all firms' investments in R&D are made under conditions of both market and technical uncertainty); Scherer, Research and Development Resource Allocation Under Rivalry, 81 Q.J. ECON. 359 (1967) (attempting to predict the market structure conditions most conducive to rapid technological progress). One important aspect of these models is their emphasis on the "common pool problem." This is a shorthand description of what happens when too many firms are trying to exploit a common resource; the theory is that the incentives facing the firms cause them to expend more money on developing the resource than is socially optimal. This theory was originally applied to common resources such as schools of fish but has been extended to include patentable technology. See Wright, The Economics of Invention Incentives: Patents, Prizes, and Research Contracts, 73 AM. ECON. REV. 691, 693-95 (1983). While the common pool concept has limitations, it is relevant in one respect: If patents actually do produce excessive spending, then courts should be wary of granting questionable patents based on commercial success, because doing so encourages firms to engage in wasteful races over relatively insignificant inventions.

183. See M. KAMIEI & N. SCHWARTZ, supra note 174, at 107. This model is very assumption-specific. It offers little insight in situations where a new firm is considering entering a market, or where an established firm does not know of potential rivals and hence cannot make accurate assessments of the chances of rival entry.
cal capability required to innovate, so that the only benefit from actually innovating is increased market share. At the same time, they also assume that innovators incur certain costs that imitators might avoid. Among these are costs associated with spending now rather than later (because of the time value of money) and inefficiencies that result when a firm compresses its research effort to win the race. Importantly, Kamien and Schwartz do not say that a second firm can lower research costs by directly copying the innovator's research. The advantages come instead from the efficiency gained when research is spread over a longer period of time.

Another critical feature of the Kamien and Schwartz model is that it incorporates the notion of opportunity costs. Specifically, the model assumes that some potential innovators would replace existing products with new ones, thereby sacrificing a known revenue stream for prospective benefits such as gains in market share or higher margins. This valuable feature allows us to focus on a potential innovator's assessment of economic feasibility. The model is further simplified by assuming that all firms know which inventions are technically possible, and that a given invention can be achieved with a known level of resource expenditure. Although these assumptions do not reflect the true complexity of many invention project decisions, they do focus attention on one critical component of the decision process often overlooked by both students of the patent system and patent lawyers: market strategy, as opposed to technical feasibility.

The Kamien and Schwartz model's recognition of opportunity costs

184. Id. at 112-13.
185. Id. at 116.
186. In this respect, Kamien and Schwartz follow F.M. Scherer's theoretical work on the "time-cost tradeoff," as refined by the empirical studies of Scherer and Edwin Mansfield, who found that firms traded time against expense when making research expenditure decisions. See E. Mansfield, J. Rapaport, J. Schnee, S. Wagner & M. Hamburger, Research and Innovation in the Modern Corporation 126-56 (1971); M.J. Peck & F.M. Scherer, The Weapons Acquisition Process: An Economic Analysis (1962); F.M. Scherer, supra note 2, at 59-61, 120-23 (summarizing early views on time vs. cost tradeoff, 1952-1963, and subsequent developments). The underpinnings of the time-cost tradeoff were questioned by Richard Nelson in 1961. He postulated that firms set as their objective either time or cost minimization, and that their decisions did not conform to the continuous trade-off function posited by Scherer. See Nelson, Uncertainty, Learning, and the Economics of Parallel Research and Development Efforts, 43 Rev. of Econ. & Statistics 351, 362 (1961).

187. Since inclusion of direct copying in the model would amount to an assumption that no legal protection was available to the innovator, it would be awkward to use this model in a paper on patents.

supplies a framework for analyzing several key situations. A firm will decide not to innovate—even though it has the technical know-how to do so—when the firm’s revenue from existing products is high enough to offset the risk of being preempted by an innovator. The level of this risk is determined by the individual firm’s assessment of the probability of preemption by an innovator. Since each firm makes its own subjective a priori determination of that risk, the model accounts for the possibility that a firm might guess wrong.

A firm that underestimates the likelihood or speed of rival entry will lose the race to the market. When a firm guesses incorrectly about the revenue from an innovation versus existing products, it will lose market

\[ W(T) = \int_0^T e^{-\delta t} \left( r_0(1-F(t)) + r_1F(t) \right) dt + \int_0^T e^{-\delta t} \left[ Pr(1-F(t)) + P_1(t-T)F'(t) \right] dt + \int_0^{T-t} P_2(T-t)F'(t) dt \]

M. KAMIE & N. SCHWARTZ, supra note 172, at 116.

Where:

- \( W(T) \): the firm’s expected profit stream
- \( t \): a moving time variable, i.e., any moment in time
- \( T \): time at which the firm innovates
- \( e \): base of natural logarithm; 2.71828 (reflects assumption of exponential revenue growth)
- \( i \): firm’s discount rate
- \( g \): industry growth rate
- \( r_0 \): firm’s revenues prior to introduction of innovation
- \( r_1 \): firm’s revenues after rival introduces its innovation
- \( F(t) \): firm’s assessment of likelihood that one of its rivals will have introduced its innovation by time \( t \); thus, \((1-F(t))\) is the probability that rivals have not introduced innovation
- \( P_0 \): firm’s flow of receipts from introduction of innovation until introduction of rival’s innovation
- \( P_1 \): firm’s capitalized stream of receipts after both its and its rival’s innovations; a lump sum reflecting revenue in the mature years of the project’s life
- \( F'(t) \): probability density of rival entry; this means the cumulative probability that one of the firm’s rivals will introduce an innovation in the next moment
- \( P_2 \): firm’s capitalized stream of receipts after it imitates rival’s innovation; again, a lump sum reflecting revenue through the end of the product’s life

Kamien and Schwartz go on to explain that:

To understand this, note that so long as the firm has not introduced a new product (i.e., \( t < T \)), the firm gets \( e^{r_0} \) if no rival has innovated by \( t \) (probability \( 1-F(t) \)) and gets \( e^{r_1} \) if a rival has done so by \( t \) (probability \( F(t) \)). If the firm innovates but its rivals have not done so (probability \( 1-F(t), T \)), it gets \( e^{p_0} \). It gets a stream worth \( e^{P_1}(t-T) \) if \( t \) was first but an imitator appears at \( t \) (probability density \( F'(t), t > T \)). Finally, the firm gets a stream worth \( e^{P_2}(T-t) \) at \( T \) as follower if a rival innovates first at \( t \) (probability density \( F'(t), t < T \)).

Id. If you have followed things this far, it is easy to see how certain values for \( r_0, r_1, \) and \( F(t) \) make innovating unprofitable, despite the availability of the technical know-how to do so. Thus, if the model is correct, it can be used to describe situations where an obvious invention is passed over, and a rival firm innovates. In these cases, a commercially successful innovation should not be used as proxy for an underlying invention; commercial success is a bad indicator of a patentable (nonobvious) invention.

189. In terms of the basic Kamien and Schwartz model, and with apologies to those not interested in calculus, the situation facing the firm deciding whether or not to innovate looks like this:

190. Id. at 114.

191. Id.
share to the innovator. In the latter case, the firm has simply made a bad estimate of the commercial prospects of the innovation.\textsuperscript{192} It should be noted that the model also envisions situations where a firm guesses correctly about the prospective revenues from an innovation, but still chooses not to innovate because of high current revenues on existing products.\textsuperscript{193}

By separating a firm's revenue predictions from its assessment of technical feasibility, the Kamien and Schwartz model lends analytical rigor to the skepticism some judges\textsuperscript{194} have felt intuitively: sometimes firms decide not to innovate; they do not always try and fail. When this is true, the commercial success standard points a court in the wrong direction. In cases where competitors choose not to innovate, the elaborate inferences that the commercial success doctrine demands of the factfinder are not warranted, and commercial success evidence falsely indicates patentability. In other words, the implicit model of innovation embodied in the doctrine fails to reflect accurately the realities of the marketplace.

3. \textit{A Dynamic Model Of Innovation}

Two other economists, Richard Nelson and Sidney Winter, have designed a model which, although it differs in many respects from innovation race models, highlights many of the same weaknesses in the commercial success doctrine's implicit model of innovation. Nelson and Winter simulate interfirm research and development (R&D) rivalry over time as part of a much more complex attempt to model what Schumpeter called "the perennial gale of creative destruction"\textsuperscript{195}—the constant

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{192} This is not a rare phenomenon. In the 1920s the German chemical combine IG Farben offered to sell all of its synthetic rubber patents to the international rubber cartel, believing that the natural product would retain its major price advantage. Needless to say, they were wrong. See C. Freeman, supra note 2, at 62. See generally L. Nashbeth & G. Ray, \textit{The Diffusion of New Industrial Processes} (1974) (stressing the haphazard and subjective nature of firms' ex ante estimates of the profitability of an innovation).

\textsuperscript{193} See, \textit{e.g.}, Baldwin & Childs, \textit{The Fast Second and Rivalry in Research and Development}, 36 So. Econ. J. 18, 21-22 (1969). The authors argue that a firm with monopoly power, because of its reputation and ability to distribute, will be favored as an imitator. Their theory has intuitive appeal as I write this Article on my IBM PC. \textit{See also} Katz & Shapiro, \textit{R&D Rivalry with Licensing or Imitation}, 77 Am. Econ. Rev. 402, 415 (1987) (sets out a model of R&D races, concluding that industry will develop major innovations only if the costs of postdevelopment licensing or imitation are prohibitive); Lippman & McCardle, \textit{Dropout Behavior in R&D Races with Learning}, 18 Rand J. Econ. 287, 289 (1987) (game theoretic model of innovation race incorporating notion that the value of an identical innovation may be different for different firms depending on such factors as marketing strength). Still, many economists have identified very substantial advantages attaching to innovators ("first movers"). See F.M. Scherer, supra note 2, at 62-63, and sources cited therein (summarizing the first mover literature and its response to the Baldwin and Childs thesis).

\textsuperscript{194} \textit{See, e.g.}, supra notes 49-51 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{195} \textit{J. Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy} 84 (3d ed. 1950).
dynamic forces of innovation and competition. Their computer simulations avoid analysis based on equilibrium, maximization, and optimization, replacing these with notions of limited rationality in decisionmaking and a constant search for innovations.

Nelson and Winter's model is based on firms' pursuit of individualized research strategies. Unlike the race models, this model does not assume perfect knowledge about research projects or their feasibility. Instead the model pictures firms as organizations that adopt suboptimal "search strategies" when pursuing research. These strategies are essentially a series of guesses about the most promising technologies a firm might explore to meet its goals. Over time, the market "selects" for the most successful strategies; the firms that adopt the strategies survive and are perpetuated. Like its biological analogue, this evolutionary process can presumably be affected by random processes, including lucky guesses and research serendipity.

Whereas the model of innovation underlying the commercial success doctrine assumes that many firms perceive market needs and then race to innovate, Nelson and Winter's model (based on certain empirical work) depicts a competitive environment in which firms stress differing R&D criteria and vary their behavior depending on their experience and the messages they receive from the market. Thus, because search strategies differ, one firm's promising technology might not appeal to another, even though both firms believe the technology itself is feasible.

The competitive environment described by Nelson and Winter has two important features. First, the invention-innovation distinction is deemphasized. Their model assumes that firms plan their research strategy in response to both business and technical risks: "If the innovation is to persist and expand in use, the firm must find a new product or

196. Actually, a number of recent theoretical articles on R&D races construct models based on game theory to simulate "dynamic" interactions among firms. However, even these models are concerned with finding a set of equilibria such that the goals of one firm and the behavior and strategy of other firms produce predictable results—in effect a series of equilibria points, dependent on other firms' behavior. See, e.g., M. KAMEN & N. SCHWARTZ, supra note 174, Chapter 5; Grossman & Shapiro, Dynamic R&D Competition, 97 ECON. J. 372 (1987).

197. See R. NELSON & S. WINTER, supra note 2, at 246-72.

198. See M. KAMEN & N. SCHWARTZ, supra note 174, at 58-64; R. NELSON & S. WINTER, supra note 2, at 202-05.

199. Nelson and Winter in fact criticize Schumpeter's original version of it as "much less useful than it used to be." R. NELSON & S. WINTER, supra note 2, at 263. They are not alone in making this point. See, e.g., P. Dasgupta, supra note 172, at 519-20 (criticizing Schumpeter's "obsession with the act of innovation"). Nathan Rosenberg has also questioned attempts by historians to identify the year when certain inventions were first conceived and reduced to practice. Rosenberg, Problems in the Economist's Conceptualization of Technological Innovation, in PERSPECTIVES ON TECHNOLOGY 71 (1976); cf. Menell, Tailoring Legal Protection for Computer Software, 39 STAN. L. REV. 1329, 1337-38 (1987) (discussing interrelationship of innovation and diffusion in making a product socially valuable).
process profitable to produce or employ . . . .” Second, firms differ widely in their approaches to research and development and their preferences for innovation or imitation. The model assumes that firms “cannot hope to find optimal strategies;” instead, firms employ “rather mechanical procedures . . . for quickly narrowing the focus to a small set of alternatives and then homing in on promising elements within that set.”

Those procedures may result from the nature of the technology itself (in which case they are said to incorporate the “natural trajectory” of the technology), from individual firms’ experience, or from both. As a result, each firm’s search procedure reflects its own experience and preferences regarding both technical feasibility and market receptivity.

From this brief sketch, it should be apparent that the Nelson and Winter model provides a more complete view of innovation decisions than the implicit model of the courts in patent cases, which systematically minimizes the importance of business factors. Under the dynamic evolutionary model, a firm’s search procedures may cause it to disregard a technological possibility because of its development costs or commercial prospects. Firms, acting on incomplete information, may leave the market open for another innovator, whose search procedure leads to a better guess. Finally, firms may simply wait to imitate the innovator. In any of these circumstances the model suggests that a court would be mistaken to infer a high level of technical achievement from an innovator’s commercial success. Business considerations may be largely responsible for a successful innovation.

C. Empirical Evidence on Innovation

1. Studies of Innovation

Many features of the Nelson and Winter model are supported by

200. R. Nelson & S. Winter, supra note 2, at 264; see also P. Stoneman, Economic Analysis of Technological Change 13-27 (1983) (discussing importance of profitability in converting an invention into an innovation and then into a staple product).

201. R. Nelson & S. Winter, supra note 2, at 255.


203. R. Nelson & S. Winter, supra note 2, at 203, 255. An example of this is presented in Leinoff v. Louis Milona & Sons, Inc., 726 F.2d 734, 739-40, 220 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 845, 848-49 (Fed. Cir. 1986). The patentee had devised a method of inserting leather strips under the surface of fur coats, giving them the appearance of being striped. The patent was challenged for obviousness, but the Federal Circuit relied substantially on the success of the innovative coats and upheld the patents. Disputing the use of commercial success as evidence of nonobviousness, competitors of the patentee contended that the invention had never occurred to them; they had always assumed that natural fur was preferred by the consumer. The court found this argument unpersuasive. But see id. at 743, 220 U.S.P.Q. at 852 (Nies, J., dissenting).

204. See R. Nelson & S. Winter, supra note 2, at 212.
empirical studies of the innovation process,\textsuperscript{205} which have found that successful innovations usually spring from a combination of product development and market knowledge. Rarely does a successful innovation result from one of these two factors alone.\textsuperscript{206} Differences in the way firms explore these combinations lead to different innovational approaches and, ultimately, different degrees of success.

For example, a number of studies led by British economist Christopher Freeman point in this direction.\textsuperscript{207} Freeman's group studied a large number of successful innovations in Great Britain. By comparing pairs of successful and unsuccessful innovations, they found that successful innovators incorporated a detailed understanding of consumer needs into their product development and marketing plans.\textsuperscript{208} Of the differences between success and failure, Freeman states that

[\ldots] those which came through most strongly were directly related to marketing. In some cases they might be regarded as obvious, but the case studies showed that even the most obvious requirements were sometimes ignored. Successful attempts were distinguished frequently from failure by greater attention to the education of users, to publicity, to market forecasting and selling . . . and to the understanding of user requirements.\textsuperscript{209}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{205} See id. at 202-05 (citing K. Pavitt, \textit{The Conditions for Success in Technological Innovation} (1971)); C. Freeman, \textit{supra} note 2, at 124; M. Kamien & N. Schwartz, \textit{supra} note 174, at 202-05.
\item \textsuperscript{206} Of course, knowledge of the market can often find its way into the technical side of product development; a market-aware innovation is not necessarily a minor technical advance. However, with a market-sensitive product the \textit{mere fact} of success says nothing about the relative contributions of market knowledge and technical superiority. Moreover, since economic research tells us that successful innovations are most often highly market-sensitive, commercial success alone is an enigma, emanating from two sources in unknown (and perhaps unknowable) proportions. See generally Mowery & Rosenberg, \textit{The Influence of Market Demand Upon Innovation: A Critical Review of Some Recent Empirical Studies}, in \textit{Inside the Black Box: Technology and Economics} 193, 228-35 (N. Rosenberg ed. 1982) (market demand and technological opportunity each necessary but individually insufficient for innovation). The Rosenberg & Mowery article was written in response to some research suggesting that market demand was the critical stimulus behind innovation. See, e.g., J. Schmookler, \textit{Invention and Economic Growth} (1966). Recent work suggests that industry lifecycles may play a role in the relative importance of "demand-pull" and "technology-push" factors. See Walsh, \textit{Invention and Innovation in the Chemical Industry: Demand-Pull or Discovery-Push?}, 13 Res. Pol'y 211 (1984).
\item \textsuperscript{207} The studies are described and summarized in C. Freeman, \textit{supra} note 2, at 113. In addition, many examples from economic history support the conclusions of these studies. For instance, Nathan Rosenberg, a gifted historian of invention and innovation, found that Thomas Edison supplemented his technical research by making a very thorough study of the gas industry. According to Rosenberg, Edison believed that he had to understand the existing market for illumination if he hoped to revolutionize it. As Rosenberg states, Edison "deliberately patterned many of his practices upon those of the gas industry. Edison's \textit{commercial} genius resided in an extremely shrewd awareness of those respects in which innovation called for continuity as well as discontinuity." Rosenberg, \textit{supra} note 199, at 75 (footnote omitted).
\item \textsuperscript{208} C. Freeman, \textit{supra} note 2, at 124.
\item \textsuperscript{209} \textit{Id.} By contrast, several variables that measured aspects of technical sophistication were found to be irrelevant to the success of innovations. There was, for example, no relationship between
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Several other empirical studies support Freeman’s conclusion. For example, a group of economists at the University of Manchester concluded that “technological innovation . . . must involve synthesis of some kind of need with some kind of technical possibility.”210 Likewise, after a survey of unsuccessful innovations in Canada, a group of researchers concluded that “[m]ost of the entrepreneurs were unable to see the linkage between product innovation and marketing innovation . . . . Most of the new product development was carried out and implemented before any attempt was made to assess the market potential and the costs of penetrating the market.”211

A detailed study of 203 new products by R.B. Cooper and E.J. Kleinschmidt of the McMaster University Business School in Canada revealed a similar pattern.212 Although Cooper and Kleinschmidt found that “product advantage” was the most important determinant of success, they also discovered that this variable had a number of dimensions. Typically, product advantage was present when an innovation had unique features for the customer, was of higher quality than competitive products, and was perceived as superior to competitive products in some respect.213 Most importantly for our purposes, they found that “technological characteristics of the product, such as the use of new or advanced technology, product innovativeness, and the role of industrial design do not appear to influence [the] Financial Performance [variables in their study].”214 In other words, there was not necessarily any strong relation-

---

the academic qualifications of technical researchers and the chances of success. Nor was the number of scientists and engineers on the innovating firm’s board of directors a useful predictor of success (although in almost every case there were some engineers or scientists on the board). Id. at 117, 123.


211. Litvak & Maule, Managing the Entrepreneurial Enterprise, 37 Bus. Q. 42, 46-47 (1972); see also C. FREEMAN, supra note 2, at 127-29.


213. New Products, supra note 212, at 176, Table 2; Success Factors, supra note 212, at 182 (“The most important product variables [that correlate with] Financial Performance are [first, whether] the product was superior to competitive products in the eyes of the customer”).

214. Success Factors, supra note 212, at 182. This conclusion is borne out by a recent study of successful innovations that analyzes the conditions under which a pioneer or first mover in a new technological field will succeed over subsequent entrants, as well as those situations where the subsequent entrants (or “poachers”) will succeed. When Entering Growth Markets, Are Pioneers Better than Poachers?, Business Horizons, Mar.-Apr. 1986, 27, 29-30 (pioneers won in seven out of twelve cases, including Sony’s Walkman, Litton’s microwave oven, and GE’s Sentry home smoke detector; “poachers” won in other fields, including Matsushita’s VCR (over pioneer Sony) and Texas Instruments’ calculators (over pioneers Bomar and Cannon)); see also Calantore, di Benedetto & Meloche, Strategies of Product and Process Innovation: A Loglinear Analysis, 18 R&D MGMT. 1, 1
ship between technical achievement (that is, invention) and a commercially successful innovation. In many cases, then, the inferential link between success and patentability—the presence of a significant technical advance—is weak. Thus, this research appears to undercut one of the chief assumptions behind the use of commercial success to establish patentability.

In summary, the various empirical studies agree that successful new products are launched with detailed knowledge of market conditions. Although technological enhancements are by no means insignificant—indeed, some of the studies assume appreciable advances in technology\textsuperscript{215}—the researchers consistently emphasize the market-orientation of successful new products. These conclusions cast doubt on the reliability of commercial success as an indication of nonobvious invention. They suggest that it is not differences from the prior art in the field, but rather other factors—such as the skill with which technology is embedded in new products together with deft marketing—which determine that an innovation will be successful. Accordingly, before relying on commercial success as proof of true invention, courts should carefully review all the market-side factors attending the innovation by examining evidence of market sensitivity in product design and delivery (for example, service), as well as market stimulation (including advertising and promotions).

2. Selected Cases: Further Empirical Support

A review of some actual cases will illustrate some of the themes we have been discussing. Several pre-Federal Circuit cases illustrate that some courts are sensitive to the nontechnical causes of commercial success highlighted in the economic literature on innovation. In \textit{Shelco v.}

\textsuperscript{215} This is the case with the study reported by Freeman. See C. Freeman, \textit{supra} note 2, at 114-15. It is also interesting that Freeman found that patents were almost always obtained, but only one failure attributed the lack of success to its rivals' patent status. \textit{Id.} at 117. Thus, at least to the extent that the granting of a patent demonstrates some technical advance, Freeman's findings further demonstrate that market-side factors are at least as important as, if not more important than, technical features in the success of an innovation. And there is some evidence that in Great Britain (where Freeman's studies were carried out), patents may reflect technical advance, at least insofar as British courts are careful to limit their use of commercial success as an indicator of patentability. See J. Bochnovic, \textit{The Inventive Step: Its Evolution in Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United States} 72-75 (1982) (commercial success carries weight in British courts only when accompanied by evidence of others' failure to solve the problem).
Dow Chemical Co., for instance, the trial court recognized the impact of market-related factors on the commercial success of the invention.\(^\text{216}\) In this case, Shelco accused Dow of infringing Shelco's patent on a formula for oven cleaner. In support of the patentability of its invention, Shelco presented evidence of substantial commercial success. Dow countered with evidence that it had developed an almost identical formula but had hesitated to introduce it because of questions over its safety. The court found Dow's evidence convincing and held Shelco's patent invalid for obviousness.\(^\text{217}\) In keeping with the Nelson and Winter model, these firms pursued different search strategies based on their differing sensitivity to the extra risk inherent in the more caustic cleaning foam. Moreover, consistent with the predictions of the Kamien and Schwartz model, Dow already had an oven cleaner on the market, and therefore had less motivation to quickly introduce the new formula. Thus, the Shelco case aptly illustrates how commercial success may reflect market incentives and preferences rather than pure technical achievement.

In several other cases, courts have denied patents when a patentee's competitors had an insufficient incentive to commercialize a product, even though those competitors had determined that the product was technically feasible.\(^\text{218}\) One case, Bausch & Lomb, Inc. v. Barnes-Hind/Hydrocurve, Inc.,\(^\text{219}\) is typical. Bausch & Lomb had obtained a patent on a technique for marking contact lenses using a laser; the marks helped wearers distinguish the right lens from the left. Barnes-Hind introduced evidence that it had developed the same technology but had waited to introduce it until its sales increased enough to justify the expense of the


\(^{217}\) A strikingly similar tale is told by Christopher Freeman in his description of the development of pressure-intensive cracking processes in the petroleum industry. See C. FREEMAN, supra note 2, at 33-34. William Burton had invented a high-pressure process for Standard Oil in 1910, but fear of explosions on the site of the first plant made management wary, and so the introduction of the process was delayed. But in 1911 Standard Oil was split up by an antitrust decree, and one of the smaller Standard Oil companies was assigned the Burton patent. This company immediately implemented the invention. Id. at 33-34.


new technique. The district court accepted the evidence and found the patent invalid, recognizing that commercial success is not dispositive of nonobviousness without consideration of competitors' financial considerations, market position, and similar nontechnical factors.

In a recent Federal Circuit case, *Hybritech, Inc. v. Monoclonal Antibodies, Inc.*\(^{220}\), the patent challenger presented facts suggesting that extrinsic factors unrelated to the technical merits of the patentee's invention accounted for its commercial success. Yet, unlike the courts in *Shelco* and *Bausch & Lomb*, the Federal Circuit downplayed the importance of these factors; it relied heavily on commercial success in upholding the validity of the patent. In *Hybritech*, the plaintiff accused Monoclonal Antibodies, Inc. ("MAb") of making and selling diagnostic test kits that infringed Hybritech's broad patent in the field. In response to MAb's defense that the patent was invalid for obviousness, Hybritech introduced evidence of commercial success. MAb followed a conventional strategy in defending against Hybritech's infringement suit, calling attention to Hybritech's ostensibly large advertising budget in an effort to attribute Hybritech's success to promotional skill rather than to the technical advantages of its products. As one might have predicted, this strategy did not succeed under the generous "nexus" standard. The Federal Circuit relied heavily on Hybritech's success to reverse the trial court and uphold the patent.\(^{221}\)

Although the court found Hybritech's technology nonobvious, the evidence suggests that it was in fact an obvious extension of the prior art. The court virtually ignored the fact that there might have been another reason for Hybritech's early success: lack of a profit incentive for other researchers in the field. Hybritech's commercial success was the result not of its own original research but of its early commercially oriented application of well-understood scientific techniques. Hybritech was founded in 1978, and it began investigating commercial applications of monoclonal techniques between 1978 and 1980, during the earliest stages of the biotechnology industry.\(^{222}\) At the time of its research, most of those "skilled in the art" were research scientists, not entrepreneurs. They clearly understood that monoclonals were useful as lab assays, but they had no interest in adapting and scaling up the technique for use in


\(^{221}\) *Id.* at 1382-83, 231 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) at 92-93.

\(^{222}\) See M. Kenney, *Biotechnology: The University-Industrial Complex* 138 (1986). What Kenney calls "the gold rush atmosphere" of biotechnology startups began in 1979, by which time Hybritech had already set up its laboratories and begun experimenting. See *Hybritech*, 802 F.2d at 1370. Thus Hybritech had a headstart—a significant one, given the rush of new firms into the industry.
commercial diagnostic kits. As an early entrant in the field—and the earliest startup in monoclonal research—Hybritech had a head start in developing the technology for commercial applications.

The opinion of the trial court demonstrates that it was aware of Hybritech’s market advantage. As the trial court noted, MAb produced a parade of notable scientists, all of whom testified that Hybritech’s application of the monoclonal technique was obvious. Accordingly, the trial court explicitly discounted Hybritech’s commercial success, saying that it “may well be attributed to the business expertise and acumen of [Hybritech’s] personnel, together with its capital base and marketing abilities.”

Hybritech’s early entry, and other experts’ lack of interest in commercial applications, are precisely the kind of nontechnical or market advantages so often associated with a successful innovation. Unfortunately, it is also precisely the kind of factor overlooked by the Federal Circuit in its application of the commercial success doctrine. A careful and detailed analysis of these circumstances should have led the court to follow the trial court in discarding the evidence of commercial success and holding that Hybritech’s invention was obvious. By giving short shrift to these considerations, however, the court’s reconstruction of the causes of success was incomplete, leading it to uphold a patent it should have invalidated.

The Federal Circuit demonstrated its insensitivity to the full range of causes behind commercial success in another case, Alco Standard Corp. v. Tennessee Valley Authority. In this case the Federal Circuit

223. See M. Kenney, supra note 222, at 137.
224. The Nobel Prize-winning discoverers of monoclonals, for instance, had declined to patent their pioneering results. See G. Tortora, B. Funke & C. Case, Microbiology: An Introduction 448 (2d ed. 1986).
226. Id.
227. The court did mention the “early leader” argument. See Hybritech, 802 F.2d at 1382-83, 231 U.S.P.Q. at 92-93. However, it dismissed the argument almost summarily, saying “it is clear to us on the entire record that the commercial success here was due to the merits of the claimed invention . . . . This is not the kind of merchandise that can be sold by advertising hyperbole.” Id. at 1383-84, 231 U.S.P.Q. at 93. The court did not address the full breadth of MAb’s argument at trial; MAb had argued that monoclonal antibodies were not readily available in 1979, and that Hybritech simply used its superior capital position and proprietary relationship with Abbot Labs, Inc. to access the necessary tools faster than anyone else. A trade press account of the trial argument quoted MAb’s counsel as stating: “It wasn’t because it wasn’t obvious that no one did it . . . no one else could screen 150,000 clones to pick out the 1 or 2 best ones.” Exclusive Case Coverage, BioEngineering News, Sept. 5, 1985, at p.2, col.3; see also P. Clark, Protection of Biotechnology-Related Intellectual Property: State of the Art, in Advanced Topics in Intellectual Property Management, (1987) 175, 186 (Massachusetts Continuing Legal Education No. 87-111 Pub. (“The district court judge said that ‘[o]nce the scientific community had the monoclonal antibody, it was obvious and logical to . . . use them in known assays. . . .’ Many scientists and patent lawyers agree with this simple assessment of the Hybritech patent.”).
upheld the validity of a patent partly as a result of the patentee's strong showing of commercial success. Recall from our earlier discussion of the case, however, that the patentee's turbine testing device was only a small component of its overall testing service, and that the firm's reputation for superior service was arguably the most important element in its success. Careful consideration of these facts should have led the court to disregard Alco's commercial success, which was the result more of market sensitivity than technical invention. Instead, the court concluded that commercial success (among other secondary factors) strongly indicated the nonobviousness of the device's technical features, and the patent was upheld. Once again, the court overlooked an important alternative explanation for an invention's commercial success, and as a result upheld a patent that it quite possibly should have invalidated.

Each of the above cases demonstrates deficiencies in the conceptual underpinnings of the commercial success doctrine. These deficiencies persist even when the Federal Circuit scrupulously applies its nexus requirement. For example, in each of the cases discussed above—Alco Standard, Shelco, and Hybritech—the innovator's success was based to some extent on the technical features of the underlying invention. Therefore, in each case there was a nexus between the invention and the commercial success. The problem is that in each case it was still unclear whether the invention was nonobvious at the time it was made. Although it is true that some new technical features were incorporated into a successful product, the magnitude of the technical advance cannot be determined from the mere fact of success. In other words, the patentability of the invention cannot be comfortably inferred from the success of the innovation if that success results from an aggregation of both market- and technology-related factors.

IV
THE CONSEQUENCES OF CURRENT SECONDARY FACTOR DOCTRINES

As the theoretical models reviewed above predict, and as the empirical studies confirm, commercial success is a poor indicator of significant technical advance. These infirmities appear on a number of levels. The theoretical literature, supported by empirical studies, points out that commercial success can result from a number of factors, only one of which is the technical superiority of the innovation. This finding weak-
ens the first link described by Kitch\textsuperscript{232} in the inferential chain associated with commercial success.\textsuperscript{233} The economic literature, especially the Nelson and Winter "dynamic" model of firm competition, undermines the second link by illustrating situations where firms fail to realize the potential for a successful new product. Furthermore, in some cases firms with entrenched product lines have no incentive to pursue an invention even where it is apparent. Such market-related factors tend to weaken the third causal link. Finally, we have observed that the first firm on the scene is not always successful, so that in some cases the firm that does achieve success with an innovation is not necessarily the first to perfect a particular invention.\textsuperscript{234}

In sum it appears that the Federal Circuit has placed its faith in an unreliable indicator of patentability. The question remains, what does this cost us? Why should it be cause for concern?

\textbf{A. The Costs of Commercial Success}

There are real costs when patents are awarded or upheld simply on the basis of commercial success. The Patent Office and the courts reward firms for strategies, assets, and market conditions completely unrelated to technical advancement. For example, as the Hybritech case suggests, patent validity may turn on the (perhaps fortuitous) decision to adopt a rapid innovation strategy—a decision that may or may not be related to the presence of an underlying invention. Patentability doctrine should not rely so heavily on such nontechnical factors; the law should make the innovator's choice of strategy irrelevant. The patent system should invite a multiplicity of innovational strategies—speedy and slow, aimed at one market or another—while preserving the essence of the patent validity determination, technical nonobviousness.

When courts reward nontechnical factors, they produce a number of costly or inefficient consequences. For instance, the current patent standard, with its emphasis on early sales and market share, will tend to accelerate R&D spending in the early stages of the innovation process—a potentially costly side-effect.\textsuperscript{235} All other things being equal, it probably

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{232} See supra note 156 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{233} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{234} See supra note 214, especially the article by Ginn & Rubinstein.
\item \textsuperscript{235} See supra note 182 and accompanying text. Note also that some courts in the past, perhaps implicitly recognizing these costs, refused to consider evidence of commercial success where the patentee was simply the first to enter a rapidly expanding market. See, e.g., \textit{In re Heldt}, 433 F.2d 808, 812, 167 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 676, 679 (C.C.P.A. 1970) ("general market increase" discredits commercial success); \textit{Unity Mfg. Co. v. Int'l Spotlight Corp.}, 57 F.2d 945, 946, 12 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 379, 380 (7th Cir. 1932) (tremendous growth in number of automobiles led to increased sales in automobile accessories); Dubilier Condenser and Radio Corp. v. Aerovox Wireless Corp., 37 F.2d 657, 660, 4 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 273, 276 (2d Cir. 1930) (growth in radio industry led to commercial success of patentee's condensors). The Federal Circuit has kept this idea alive, at least in dicta. See
\end{itemize}
is beneficial to give an incentive for firms to innovate as quickly as possible.\textsuperscript{236} A success-oriented standard of patentability, however, tends to reward nontechnological assets that contribute to a firm's innovational success, such as a superior distribution system, a uniquely effective organizational structure, or access to more capital.\textsuperscript{237} A patent system that rewards firms for cultivating such assets is likely to create excessive social costs because these assets have historically been developed without the added stimulus of the state-created patent monopoly.\textsuperscript{238} Moreover, a standard which grants patents based on current profitability, revenues, and market share—in other words, commercial success—may also reward monopoly power by insulating firms from technological competition.\textsuperscript{239}

\textsuperscript{236} This argument is implicit, for instance, in Kitch's "Prospect Theory." See Kitch, \textit{supra} note 158, at 284. Kitch argues that novelty alone would be an economically sufficient criterion of patentability. \textit{See also DIRECT PROTECTION OF INNOVATION, supra note 12.}

\textsuperscript{237} This appears to be at least part of the Hybritech story; \textit{see supra} notes 222-24 and accompanying text. In this connection, David Teece has recently described the importance of such "complementary assets" to innovating firms who are trying to appropriate the full value of their innovations. Teece, \textit{Profiting from Technological Innovation: Implications for Integration, Collaboration, Licensing and Public Policy}, 15 Res. Pol'y 285 (1986). He argues that where imitation of an innovation is easy—because of weak intellectual property protection, or technology that is cheap to duplicate, or both—an innovating firm must gain control over such complementary assets as distribution, service, and related know-how to appropriate the full value of its innovation. \textit{Id.} at 290-92.

\textsuperscript{238} This point is implicit in part of Edmund Kitch's original (1966) economic analysis of the nonobviousness standard. \textit{See Kitch, supra} note 24, at 301:

[A] patent should not be granted for an innovation unless the innovation would have been unlikely to have been developed absent the prospect of a patent. Unlike the novelty test, [nonobviousness] does not view the inducement of investment in production and marketing facilities, after the innovation has been developed, as an appropriate function of the patent system. These are costs that must be borne by everyone who wishes to market the innovation and if, in the face of competition, investors do not find the innovation an attractive prospect, that is because there are better uses for their capital elsewhere, not because the competitive situation should be altered.

\textsuperscript{239} For a case where the court saw this danger, see Digitronics Corp. v. New York Racing Ass'n, 553 F.2d 740, 193 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 577 (2d Cir.), \textit{cert. denied}, 434 U.S. 860 (1977). In this case a Second Circuit panel invalidated Digitronics' patent on a solid-state data processing system for parimutuel betting on horse races. The court found the invention obvious in light of the rapid replacement of electromechanical components with solid state electronics. It refused to be swayed by Digitronics' evidence of commercial success, finding that there were no competitors in this niche market. \textit{See also} Pentec, Inc. v. Graphic Controls Corp., 776 F.2d 309, 227 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 766 (Fed. Cir. 1985); Hewes & Potter, Inc. v. Myerson, 64 F.2d 336, 17 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 418 (2d Cir. 1933); Wahl Clipper Corp. v. Andis Clipper Co., 66 F.2d 162, 18 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 179 (7th Cir. 1933). For a Schumpeterian discussion of the effects of monopoly power on innovation, \textit{see R. NELSON & S. WINTER, supra} note 2, at 388-89; F.M. SCHERER, \textit{supra} note 2, at 175. Some patent opinions have also commented on the various sources of monopoly power, including trademarks. \textit{See, e.g., Eskimo Pie Corp. v. Levous, 35 F.2d 120, 122, 3 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 23, 25 (3rd Cir. 1929).} For an argument that patents can be used strategically in some situations to perpetuate monopolies,
B. The Other Secondary Considerations

Although commercial success is by far the most important secondary consideration in proving nonobviousness, the other secondary considerations—licensing, long-felt need, failure of others, and copying—also can be quite influential. Consequently it is worth examining these factors to understand their legal rationale and economic effects, and to evaluate their strength as evidence of patentability.

1. Failure of Others: The Legacy of Learned Hand

Unlike commercial success, the failure of others to make an invention proves directly that parallel research efforts were under way at a number of firms, and that one firm (the patentee) won the race to a common goal. As long as the race was long enough and there was a clear winner, it is difficult to find fault with such evidence as proof of patentability. In fact, since the failure of others is often one of the inferential steps underlying the commercial success doctrine, it makes sense for

see Gilbert & Newberg, Preemptive Patenting and the Persistence of Monopoly, 72 Am. Econ. Rev. 514 (1982).


241. See supra notes 74-128 and accompanying text; 2 D. Chisum, supra note 19, § 5.05[5] (1987 & Supp. 1987); Walker, Nexus Part II, supra note 74. A form of objective evidence that often assisted patent challengers in the past was proof of "near simultaneous invention." See id. § 5.05[7]. But the Federal Circuit held in two cases that this is no longer to be considered, by itself, as a proof of obviousness. See Hybritech, Inc. v. Monoclonal Antibodies, Inc., 802 F.2d 1367, 1380 n.4, 231 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 81, 91 n.4 (Fed. Cir. 1986) (rejecting showing of simultaneous invention on grounds that others developed invention after patentee filed for patent and that other secondary considerations are "adequate" to establish patentability), cert. denied 107 St. Ct. 1606 (1987); Environmental Designs, Ltd. v. Union Oil Co., 713 F.2d 693, 698 n.7, 218 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 865, 869 n.7 (Fed. Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 1043 (1984). But see In re Merck, 800 F.2d 1091, 231 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 375 (Fed. Cir. 1986) (affirming Patent Appeals Board holding that patented invention was obvious, and noting with approval Board's reliance on simultaneous invention as proof of high level of skill in the art).

The notion that near simultaneous invention is a poor indication of nonobviousness has been criticized—for good reason. See Walker, supra note 74, at 243. For the same reason failure of others provides effective proof of nonobviousness, see infra text accompanying notes 242-56, simultaneous invention provides effective proof that a particular problem's solution was obvious to a number of skilled practitioners in the art. See Concrete Appliance Co. v. Gomeroy, 269 U.S. 177, 184-85 (1925); Fred Whitaker Co. v. E.T. Berwick Indus., 551 F.2d 622, 194 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 113 (5th Cir. 1977); 2 D. Chisum, supra note 19, § 5.05[7].

242. Many judges have sung the praises of failure of others. Justice William R. Day of the Supreme Court said: "It may be safely said that if those skilled in the mechanical arts are working in a given field and have failed after repeated efforts to discover a certain new and useful improvement, that he who first makes the discovery . . . is entitled to protection as an inventor." Expanded Metal Co. v. Bradford, 214 U.S. 366, 381 (1909); see also Kremenetz v. S. Cottle Co., 148 U.S. 556, 560 (1893) (noting that failure of defendant firm to solve button manufacturing problem was indicative of patentability). Recently, the Federal Circuit has shown a willingness to consider such evidence but has at times appeared to relax one of the two elements essential to establish it—actual parallel research. See Fromson v. Advance Offset Plate, Inc., 755 F.2d 1549, 225 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 26 (Fed. Cir. 1985) (competitor did not develop the product because it did not see the economic advantage).
courts to adopt a rule of thumb requiring the patentee to prove failure of others before commercial success will be given substantial weight.

For failure of others to be persuasive, a patentee must establish two preliminary facts. First, there must actually be parallel research aimed at the same goal. If two runners are on tracks of differing length or terrain, they will not be in a true race. Second, the patented invention must be the result of more than minimal research efforts; quick results by one firm, followed in rapid succession by the same discovery at other firms, would tend to show that the problem being solved was trivial. The winner should not be judged on the basis of a sprint. Although it is dangerous to make rigid rules, failure over a period of several years indicates that the problem's solution was nonobvious. No specific term should be set, however, because intensively researched problems might justify a shorter period. As long as the patentee shows that the invention resulted from a significant research effort, and other firms pursued similar research, failure of others will be a reliable secondary consideration in the determination of nonobviousness.

Perhaps no judge was more convinced that failure of others is a reliable consideration than Learned Hand. Judge Hand's considerable influence extends throughout patent law, but he was especially ardent—and characteristically eloquent—in championing the secondary factors, which he usually referred to under the rubric of "the history of the art." Although references to commercial success appear in some of Hand's opinions, he reserved his most sweeping support for evidence of long-felt need and failure of others.

Judge Hand's regard for the failure of others—and his skepticism

243. See Clark v. Wright Aeronautical Corp., 162 F.2d 960, 966 (2d Cir. 1947); Ruben Condenser Co. v. Copeland Refrigeration Corp., 85 F.2d 537, 541 (2d Cir. 1936), cert. denied, 300 U.S. 665 (1937). See generally P. BLAUSTEIN, LEARNED HAND ON PATENT LAW 107, 113-16 (1983) (magnitude and intensity of efforts by others were crucial to Learned Hand's treatment of failure of others evidence).

244. See P. BLAUSTEIN, supra note 243, at 105-11 (collecting cases on this topic decided by Learned Hand); see infra note 248.

245. See Godula, Judge Learned Hand and the Concept of Invention, 9 IDEA 159, 160 (1965). See generally P. BLAUSTEIN, supra note 243.

246. See, e.g., Condenser Corp. of America v. Micamold Radio Corp., 145 F.2d 878, 879 (2d Cir. 1944), cert. denied, 324 U.S. 861 (1947); Crone v. John J. Gibson Co., 247 F. 503, 507 (2d Cir. 1917).

247. The only case where commercial success appears to have made the definitive difference to Judge Hand is Reiner v. I. Leon Co., 285 F.2d 501, 503 (2d Cir. 1960) ("We are of course acutely aware of the constant reminders in the books that the sale of a patented device is not alone a measure of its invention, and we accept that conclusion. Nevertheless, great commercial success, when properly scrutinized, may be a telling circumstance.") (emphasis added), cert. denied, 366 U.S. 929 (1961). Cf. infra notes 249-51 and accompanying text.

248. See, e.g., Hookless Fastener Co. v. G.E. Prentice Mfg. Co., 68 F.2d 940, 941 (2d Cir. 1934) (long-felt need and repeated failures); Todd Protectograph Co. v. Safe-Guard Check Writer Co., 291 F. 613, 614 (S.D.N.Y. 1923) (failure of others); Auto Pneumatic Action Co. v. Kindler & Collins,
about commercial success—shows through clearly in his opinions. Even "[a]mazing success," he wrote, is not enough. "[T]hat is not the test of the validity of a claim." The more reliable test, as he described it in Ruben Condensor Co. v. Aerovox Corp., requires consideration of a series of preliminary factors before relying on commercial success:

While it is always the safest course to test a putative invention by what went before and what came after, it is easy to be misled. Nothing is less reliable than uncritically to accept its welcome by the art, even though it displace[d] what went before. If the machine or composition appears shortly after some obstacle to its creation, technical or economic, has been removed, we should scrutinize its success jealously . . . . We should ask how old was the need; for how long could known materials and processes have filled it; how long others had unsuccessfully tried for an answer. If these conditions are fulfilled, success is a reliable touchstone . . . .

Besides the analytical rigor it lends to the nonobviousness inquiry, evidence of the failure of others has another virtue: it is relatively easy to obtain. Almost all firms keep detailed records of their research to establish critical dates for patent priority. Patentees often investigate the

247 F. 323, 327-28 (2d Cir. 1917) (long-felt need and failure of others); Victor Talking Machine Co. v. Carl Lindstrom Co., 279 F. 570, 571 (2d Cir. 1913) (long-felt need).

Moreover, Judge Hand meant long-felt need; in cases where the need was shown to have been recognized for one to five years, he found it unpersuasive. See, e.g., Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co. v. General Electric Co., 155 F.2d 937, 939 (2d Cir. 1946); Nagy v. L. Mundet & Son, Inc., 101 F.2d 82, 82 (2d Cir. 1939) ("It is not safe to assume, because a single manufacturer for a few years has not discovered an improvement, that it was beyond the powers of rather commonplace talent . . . . The case is much stronger for an invention when it appears at the end of a period of active competition among several manufacturers . . . ."). One exception was the case of a patent relating to a shock absorber, in which Hand thought the intense concentration of inventive activity in the field of auto mechanics made a five-year need significant. See Hartford v. Moore, 181 F. 132, 137 (S.D.N.Y. 1910) ("thousands and tens of thousands of skilled mechanics have become familiar with the whole mechanism" of the auto).


250. 77 F.2d 266 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 296 U.S. 623 (1935).

251. Id. at 268 (emphasis added).

252. Firms keep detailed records of the conduct of specific experiments, the construction of prototypes, and other research activities, see, e.g., Hybritech, Inc. v. Monoclonal Antibodies, Inc., 802 F.2d 1367, 1376 (Fed. Cir. 1986) (review of "corroborating Hybritech laboratory notebooks, internal documents, and pertinent testimony"), because the Patent Office requires documentary proof of the dates of two key steps in the invention process—conception and reduction to practice. See Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Dep't of Commerce, Manual of Patent Examining Procedures § 715.07 (5th ed. 1983 and rev. 1987) ("FACTS, not conclusions, must be alleged [to establish invention], and they must be shown by evidence in the form of exhibits . . . . [which may include] sketches . . . reproductions of notebook entries . . . [and] supporting statements by witnesses . . . ."); see also CTS Corp. v. Pihler Int'l Corp., 593 F.2d 777, 780, 201 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 649, 651 (7th Cir. 1979) (noting "the unexplained absence of the kind of evidence we would normally expect to see in a case of this kind, viz., [defendant]'s records of the development, testing, and production of the device [defendant] alleged it had reduced to practice before the [date of plaintiff's invention]"); cf. R. Hill, Section 103 and Trial Before a Jury—Views of a District Judge, in WitheSpooN, NO NONOBVIOUSNESS, supra note 19, at 6:101, 6:108 ("Many patent suits involve a
research records of a defendant charged with patent infringement, because these records are highly relevant to questions of infringement, ordinary skill in the art, and parallel research activities. Moreover, a patentee trying to prove failure of others will often describe the research efforts of firms other than the infringer. Finally, during its review of the patents and competitive products in the prior art, a court will often compare the inferior solutions to the problem in the prior art with the patentee's solution. Summarizing the availability of failure of others situation in which the creator of the patented device or some other important witness has made notes, memoranda or other writing regarding past events, acts or transactions, about which he proposes to testify.

253. See, e.g., Hercules, Inc. v. Exxon Corp., 497 F. Supp. 661, 678-80, 207 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1088, 1103-05 (D. Del. 1980) (reviewing plaintiff's trial exhibits and trial testimony describing in detail each step in defendant's research); see also State Indus., Inc. v. More-Flo Indus, Inc., 639 F. Supp. 937, 943 (E.D. Tenn. 1986) (citing, in prior invention discussion, two letters and four engineering progress reports describing origin and conduct of defendant's research program). Alternatively, courts can base a finding of noninfringement or obviousness on a review of the research efforts of the accused infringer. See, e.g., Beloit Corp. v. J.M. Veith GmbH, 626 F. Supp. 991, 999, 228 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 785, 789-90 (E.D. Va. 1986), aff'd, 802 F.2d 471 (Fed. Cir. 1987) (describing parallel research efforts of accused infringer; held, no infringement due to structural differences between patented and accused devices); Akzo, N.V. v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours, 810 F.2d 1148, 1149-50, 1 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1704, 1706 (Fed. Cir. 1987) (describing accused infringer's research efforts, which were remarkably similar to the patentee's, and accused infringer's conclusion that the resulting invention would be found obvious if it persisted in pursuing its patent application; held, plaintiff's identical patented invention was obvious). Evidence of parallel research also surfaces when patentees investigate whether an accused infringer directly copied the patentee's product. See, e.g., Water Technologies Corp. v. Calco Ltd., 658 F. Supp. 961, 970 (N.D. Ill. 1986) (defendant, accused infringer, "had been working in the field of water purification and water disinfecting," and "was not able to prepare or make [the patentee's invention] until after he secured the knowledge to do so directly from [the patentee's licensee]."); Lam, Inc. v. Johns-Manville Corp., 206 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 452, 456 (D. Colo. 1979) ("Reviewing [defendant's] efforts, it is certain that it worked long and hard to come out with a commercially acceptable [version of patentee's invention]... but, prior to the instant revelation defendant's people had after the [patentee's invention] was sketched by defendant's representative, defendant and its engineers failed to figure out a workable [version of the invention]."); aff'd, 668 F.2d 462, 213 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 1061 (10th Cir. 1982) cert. denied, 456 U.S. 1007 (1982).


255. Dow Chemical Co. v. American Cyanamid Co., 229 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 171 (E.D. La. 1985), aff'd, 2 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1350 (1987) (parallel research demonstrated by defendant's efforts to develop and/or license a catalyst for producing acrylonitrile; held, defendant infringed plaintiff's patent by licensing infringing catalyst from third party); see, e.g., Under Sea Indus. Inc. v. Dacor
evidence, one ex-patent practitioner, Judge Conner of the Southern District of New York, observed:

So in every case I tried, I looked desperately for evidence of trial and failure; if I found it, which I usually did, I hammered away at that one theme, almost to the disregard of everything else. And it succeeded to an amazing degree.\textsuperscript{256}

Of course, an invention will not always follow the failure of others. However, one must keep in mind that failure of others is not a requirement for patentability—only a superior indicator. Where a patentee is truly the first in a field, the technical merits of her invention can be expected to speak for themselves. While the courts must be careful to examine the competitive environment of even a pioneering invention, a breakthrough development in a new field should demonstrate nonobviousness even without any secondary consideration evidence. Thus a preference for evidence concerning failure of others, while providing a good benchmark of nonobviousness for the normal invention, will not be an obstacle to patentability in the case of a significant advance into an uncharted technological field.

In sum, the failure of others provides an analytically rigorous foundation for determining nonobviousness. Failure of others is also a practical measure because the evidence needed to establish it is readily accessible. Consequently, as Judge Learned Hand pointed out, it is an excellent indicator of patentability in many cases, because it directly addresses the issue at the core of the patent standard: the technical merits of an invention.

2. Licensing By Competitors

Evidence that a number of licensees have paid the patentee to gain access to an invention appears to say everything commercial success does, and maybe more: Since licensees often compete with, or at least participate in, the same industry as the patentee-licensor, their decision to pay the licensor royalties constitutes a special form of tribute.\textsuperscript{257} Indeed, many decisions use “acquiescence” as a synonym for “licensing.”\textsuperscript{258} As the leading commentator on patent law has remarked, “The


\textsuperscript{257} See \textit{2 D. CHISUM, supra} note 19, § 5.05[3], at 5-261 (1987).

\textsuperscript{258} \textit{Id.}; see, \textit{e.g.}, Tracor, Inc., v. Hewlett-Packard Co., 519 F.2d 1288, 1304, 186 U.S.P.Q.
theory behind use of commercial acquiescence is that persons would not normally act in a fashion contrary to their economic interests unless convinced of the patent's validity.\textsuperscript{259}

The view that licensing is a superior indication of nonobviousness reflects several unarticulated premises; none of them are self-evident, and some are flatly wrong. They are as follows: First, that licensing is always undertaken to enhance the licensee's productivity rather than for ulterior purposes, such as to avoid litigation with the patentee, or to maintain a tacit level of cooperation in the industry; second, that licensees are technological equals and direct competitors of the licensor; and third, that licensees inherently prefer to make their own inventions and choose to license another firm's technology only when it embodies a significant and therefore patentable advance.

As to the first assumption, courts have long recognized that it is unwise to read too much into a firm's decision to settle a lawsuit by licensing patented technology. In \textit{John E. Thropp's Sons, Co. v. Seiberling},\textsuperscript{260} decided in 1924, the Supreme Court held that licensing evidence is not conclusive evidence of a patentable invention when a firm elects to license the patented technology rather than defend an infringement suit. The Court suggested that licensing may well be the best course of action open to an accused infringer, given the expense and uncertainty of patent litigation.\textsuperscript{261} A number of decisions after \textit{Thropp's Sons}, including some

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}

\begin{itemize}
\item The author of this Note points out that as long as the royalty payable under the license is higher than the cost of a suit to invalidate the patent, licensees have an incentive to challenge patents they believe are invalid. \textit{Id.} at 1214. While this is a valid observation, it ignores some of the subtlety of long-term interfirm relations, as described \textit{infra} in the text accompanying notes 264-68. More importantly, though, even if the point is conceded, it does not undercut the argument that licensing \textit{per se} should not conclusively prove the validity of a patent. There is always the possibility that the patentee-licensor will set the royalty rate low enough to make the license more attractive than a declaratory action to invalidate the patent. (The rate might even be higher than the average cost of such suits, because of risk aversion on the part of defendants/licensees; see \textit{infra} notes 262-63). Such a scenario is not unlikely considering the time value of money, the relatively long time lag between product introduction and substantial sales (and hence royalty payment obligations) for many innovations, and the low royalty rate in many licensing agreements (frequently 2-10\% of gross selling price). The upshot is that licensing agreements need to be carefully scrutinized to assure that they truly indicate "industry tribute."
\end{itemize}
in the Federal Circuit, have followed this reasoning in discounting evidence of industry licensing.\textsuperscript{262}

Firms frequently agree to settlements because of the uncertainty that accompanies a patent infringement suit. Litigation involves a wide range of possible outcomes at several stages, including the initial decisions on patentability and infringement and determination of damages. The rich economic literature that addresses such situations shows that people prefer to opt out when there is a wide range of possible outcomes, including some that are very bad. Most, preferring to pay a fixed price to guarantee a mediocre but noncatastrophic outcome, are "risk averse."\textsuperscript{263}

Moreover, firms sometimes take licenses to preserve a delicate balance of relations within an industry or to assure future licensing by rivals.\textsuperscript{264} Competing firms often cooperate in various ways to further


\textsuperscript{262} \textit{See, e.g.,} EWP Corp. v. Reliance Universal, Inc., 755 F.2d 898, 907-08, 225 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 20, 26 (Fed. Cir. 1985), cert. denied, 106 S. Ct. 131 (1985); Schwinn Bicycle Co. v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 444 F.2d 295, 168 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 258 (9th Cir. 1970). Courts have been as skeptical of infringement suits settled with cross-licenses as of those settled with royalty-bearing licenses. \textit{See, e.g.,} Bally Mfg. Corp. v. D. Gottlieb & Co., 222 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 681 (N.D. Ill. 1984); Norris Indus. Inc. v. Tappan Co., 193 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 521 (C.D. Cal. 1976), aff'd, 599 F.2d 908, 203 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 160 (9th Cir. 1979). Some cases have pointed out that large firms with market power are especially likely to extract licenses from smaller firms in the same industry. \textit{See, e.g.,} Eltra Corp. v. Basic, Inc., 599 F.2d 745, 750, 756, 202 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 630, 634, 640 (6th Cir. 1979); 2 D. CHISUM, supra note 19, § 5.05[3], 5-262.2. Rough empirical evidence demonstrates the validity of these concerns. In a study of semiconductor electronics innovations, Eric von Hippel reports that infringement suits (and threats of suits) are often settled with cross-licenses. He also notes an important fact about such settlements: "Who pays . . . is determined at least as much by the contenders' relative willingness to pay to avoid the expense and bother of a court fight as it is by the merits of the particular case." Von Hippel, \textit{Appropriability of Innovation Benefit as a Predictor of the Source of Innovation}, 11 RES. POL'Y 95, 102 n.9 (1982); \textit{cf.} C. TAYLOR & Z. SILBERSTON, \textit{The Economic Impact of the Patent System} 153, 157, 159 (1973) (tables showing that only half of the sampled license agreements in force in 1968 provided money income to licensees). Some economists have detailed the conditions under which licensing can be used to further the interests of a dominant firm. \textit{See Shapiro, Patent Licensing and R&D Rivalry}, 75 AM. ECON. REV. 25 (1985), and sources cited therein.

\textsuperscript{263} That is, even if the expected value (probability of event multiplied by gain or loss flowing from that event) is the same for two sets of events, people will often opt out of events with higher variance. For a good elementary discussion, see W. NICHOLSON, \textit{Microeconomic Theory} 203-08 (3d ed. 1985). The decision on whether or not to litigate a patent is made more complex by the fact that many patent cases involve multiple patents. \textit{See Morgan & Friedman, Probabilities of Losing as to At Least One Patent in Multi-Patent Litigation}, 68 J. PAT. & TRADEMARK OFF. SOC'Y 498 (1986).

\textsuperscript{264} Courts have not overlooked such motivations for licensing. \textit{See, e.g.,} EWP Corp. v.
mutual interests. For example, some industries engage in a good deal of informal “know-how” trading. In other industries, rights to important technology are contributed to a pool from which all industry members may draw. And in almost all industries, patents serve an important function as “bargaining chips” in interfirm competition, negotiation, and exchange. Some economists have argued that extensive cross-licensing in an industry can help overcome some of the disadvantages of firm-level R&D, such as the inevitable disclosure of valuable results to rival firms and the transaction costs of one-shot licensing arrangements. Thus, given the variety of factors that motivate firms to license, courts should be wary of relying on licensing as evidence of nonobviousness.

The second basic premise underlying the significance of licensing evidence is that the licensee and licensor are technological equals and direct competitors. Courts assume that licensors and licensees have the same expertise because they assume that those firms compete for the market where the licensed technology is relevant. Yet firms which license technology do not necessarily sell into the same markets as the licensee. At least one empirical study undercuts the assumption that direct competitors frequently engage in licensing. A survey of over 1800 licensing agreements by Caves, Crookell, and Killing revealed that firms


265. In a fascinating recent paper, the economist Eric von Hippel has documented how interfirm exchange networks operate. He shows how process engineers call on engineers at other companies in the industry for information in solving technical problems. Von Hippel, Cooperation Between Rivals: Informal Know-How Trading, 16 Res. Pol'y 291 (1987).

266. The concept of a patent pool conjures up images of ominous international cartels, but in fact such arrangements are common—and perfectly legal—so long as they have a legitimate purpose and are administered fairly. See, e.g., Carpet Seaming Tape Licensing Corp. v. Best Seam, Inc., 616 F.2d 1133, 1141-42, 206 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 213, 220-21 (9th Cir. 1980), on remand, 694 F.2d 570, 216 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 873 (9th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 818 (1983).

The economic considerations behind pooled technology arrangements are evident from historical examples of such practices. See C. Freeman, supra note 2, at 35 (technology sharing in the petroleum industry). Even outside of patent pools, licensing can take on strategic dimensions. See, e.g., Priest, Cartels and Patent License Arrangements, 20 J.L. & Econ. 309 (1977); see also Skil Corp. v. Lucerne Products, Inc., 489 F. Supp. 1129, 1144, 206 U.S.P.Q. 792, 806 (N.D. Ohio 1980) (cross-license was entered into to enhance both firms' chances of obtaining a patent), aff'd, 684 F.2d 346, 216 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 371 (6th Cir.), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 991 (1982).

267. See Mansfield, Patents and Innovation: An Empirical Study, 32 MGMT. Sct. 173, 176 (1986) (although patents found not essential to developing innovations in many industries, firms still go to the bother of filing for them for “whatever delay is caused prospective imitators and . . . [for use] as bargaining chips.”).

were much more likely to license peripheral technologies to new entrants or peripheral competitors (especially those based in foreign countries) than they were to license core technologies to direct competitors.\textsuperscript{269} The reason is obvious: Firms are reluctant to enable their direct competitors to compete because they fear an immediate threat to their competitive position would result.\textsuperscript{270}

Licensing is not always an indication that a technological equal has evaluated a competitor's technology and found it superior. Instead, it may be more akin to the purchase of technology from an unrelated industry, in which case it is less of a horizontal transaction between equals and more of a vertical transaction between a supplier and a consumer of a specific technology. We do not normally speak of a firm as being in competition with another firm that only supplies it with an input, nor do we necessarily presume that the supplier and consumer are technological equals. In the absence of direct evidence of actual competition, a decision to license should carry no tacit assumption that the licensed invention is somehow superior. Rather, licensing may merely reflect a firm's decision to purchase a required input from the licensor rather than from another firm or "from itself" (by making it in-house).

Finally, the third premise underlying reliance on licensing evidence is that the licensees are capable of duplicating trivial (hence unpatentable) inventions, and therefore will pay only for the rights to use significant advances. This assumption is wrong for two reasons. First, Caves, Crookell, and Killing discovered in their study that many firms take licenses to diversify their product line or manufacturing processes. Their research suggests that licensees often are not in a position to determine whether they could duplicate the patentee's research. In fact, all that is required for licensees to protect their interests is that they be technically competent to evaluate that research to decide whether they can use it.\textsuperscript{271}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{269} Caves, Crookell & Killing, \textit{The Imperfect Market for Technology Licenses}, 45 \textit{Oxford Bull. Econ. & Stats.} 249, 260-62 (1983) [hereinafter Caves]. A group led by Edwin Mansfield of the University of Pennsylvania reached the same general conclusion after conducting a similar empirical study. \textit{See} E. Mansfield, A. Romeo, M. Schwartz, D. Teece, S. Wagner & P. Brach, \textit{Technology Transfer, Productivity and Economic Policy} (1982) [hereinafter TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER]. These conclusions do not necessarily conflict with the point made above that patents facilitate interfirm cooperation and exchange. \textit{See supra} notes 265-67 and accompanying text. They merely clarify what might be called the parameters of exchange: which firms exchange what kinds of technology. In fact, taken together with the strong evidence of interfirm cooperation presented above, they indicate that licensing (1) plays a number of different roles in industry, but (2) is limited to nonessential technologies. Both these conclusions are at odds with much judicial reasoning concerning licensing.

\bibitem{270} Caves, \textit{supra} note 269, at 262 ("Very seldom did any firm license core technology in its home market."). Theoretical work on licensing is in agreement. \textit{See} Katz & Shapiro, \textit{On the Licensing of Innovations}, 16 \textit{Rand J. Econ.} 504, 510 (1985) (model shows that major innovations will not be licensed, but minor ones will).

\bibitem{271} \textit{See} Caves, \textit{supra} note 269, at 256. Trade publications aimed at licensing professionals
Caves, Crookell, and Killing also observed that licensees "utilize current and future technology agreements to develop and exten[d] a variety of in-house skills." 272

The second defect of this assumption is that even granting that a firm has the research capabilities to duplicate a licensor's invention, the firm may find it cheaper to license the invention regardless of whether it is patentable. At the right royalty rate an invention that is obvious in a patent law sense is still worth licensing for economic reasons. After all, firms commonly license trade secrets and know-how, which are valuable but unpatentable information. 273 Thus the existence of a market transaction ought not be taken as a measure of the technical superiority of the licensed technology.

Fortunately, the Federal Circuit has shown some signs that it is aware of the problems with licensing evidence. In some cases, the court has required a patentee to introduce evidence of industry respect for the patented item in addition to evidence of licensing before it found licensing persuasive. 274 This additional evidence can take the form of especially favorable licensing terms for the patentee or industry-wide praise for the invention. 275

This refinement is the first step toward a more reasonable use of licensing evidence. The research and analysis presented above, however, suggest that courts should go further. Specifically, when evaluating evidence of licensing, courts should consider: (1) infringement suits or

supply a good deal of impressionistic evidence in support of this finding. See, e.g., Camp & Wallander, Factors in Acquiring Technology, in 3 THE LAW AND BUSINESS OF LICENSING 3C-27, 3C-29 to -30 (R. Goldscheider & T. Arnold eds. 1986) ("Because training is so critical a component of technology transfer, many licensing agreements . . . specify that a certain number of experts must be brought into the firm to work with staff."); Goldscheider, The Art of Technology Auditing, in id. at 3C-83, 3C-90 (Where there is "a perceived corporate weakness," one would "determin[e] the relative cost of licensing in' some existing technology to fill the gap, as opposed to the delay, risk and cost of meeting the need by some in-house R&D program.").

272. Caves, supra note 269, at 256; see also Camp & Wallander, supra note 271, at 3C-33 (In order for licensees to be able to use licensed technology, licensor must provide training assistance.).


275. In Hercules, the court rejected evidence of licensing, although the patent was ultimately declared valid. The opinion includes this instructive passage: "The Court concludes that the evidence regarding licensing is not helpful because the parties did not present any evidence regarding normal licensing arrangements. Consequently, the Court is without sufficient knowledge to judge whether the licensing agreements . . . favor Hercules or its licensees." Id. But see Windsurfing Int'l, Inc. v. AMF, Inc., 782 F.2d 995, 1001-02, 228 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 562, 566-67 (Fed. Cir.) (licensing evidence accepted despite fact that licenses were due in part to factors other than respect for claimed invention, such as inclusion of right to use patentee's trademarks), cert. denied, 106 S. Ct. 3275 (1986).
threats by the patentee prior to licensing; (2) the pattern of licensing in the industry; (3) the relative market position of the licensor and licensees; (4) the degree of direct competition between the licensor and licensees; (5) the technical expertise of the licensees in the field of technology covered by the licensor’s patent; and finally, (6) specific terms of the licensing agreements relative to industry norms. Only when courts have considered and rejected all of these alternative motives should they give this evidence substantial weight in determining nonobviousness.

3. Long-Felt Need

In addition to commercial success, the failure of others, and licensing, courts sometimes rely on another secondary consideration, the existence of a long-felt need in an industry for a particular invention or solution. Despite this reliance, however, long-felt need by itself is often an unreliable indication that an invention was nonobvious. Like failure of others, evidence of long-felt need helps to identify an opportunity for profit which might have motivated firms to enter a race to create a patentable invention. Unlike failure of others, however, long-felt need does not prove that the race actually occurred or that the patentee won it. Similar to commercial success, evidence of long-felt need requires a series of inferential steps in order to conclude that there has been patentable invention.

4. Copying

Evidence that competitors copied a patented product is similarly a poor indicator of nonobviousness. At first blush, such evidence might appear to support the patentability of the product. If it were not a significant technical advance, why would anyone want to copy it? Indeed, this reasoning has been adopted in a number of decisions of the Federal Circuit. “[C]opying a patented invention,” the court has stated more than

276. See, e.g., Fromson v. Advance Offset Plate, Inc., 755 F.2d 1549, 225 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 26 (Fed. Cir. 1985) (knowledge of need for and potential profit from device such as patentee’s contributes to finding of nonobviousness); see also 2 D. CHISUM, supra note 19, § 5.05[1] (collecting cases on long-felt need and failure of others).

277. See, e.g., Fromson, 755 F.2d 1549, 225 U.S.P.Q. 26 (for seven years prior to invention, firms knew about the economic benefits that would accrue to the one who made the invention first; parallel research efforts can thus be presumed, even though such efforts were not established at trial). The court in effect collapsed long-felt need into a showing that firms knew about the potential benefits of an invention.

278. One theoretical model of invention and innovation could be said generally to support the inferences linking long-felt need with a nonobvious invention. F.M. Scherer’s model of innovation includes the assumption that competing firms will try the most obvious (that is, the most promising) experiments first; thus, the fact that many firms have been researching the same problem for a substantial period of time would tend to support the inference that the inventor who solved the long-felt need relatively late in the research game had tried a low-probability and consequently nonobvious experiment. See F.M. SCHERER, supra note 2, at 67, 74 (1984).
once, "rather than one within the public domain, is indicative of nonob-
viousness."\textsuperscript{279} The problems with this reasoning become evident, how-
ever, after some reflection. Undoubtedly, copying indicates that the
patentee has discovered something of value to competitors. However,
because even an obvious improvement may be worth copying, copying
alone does not necessarily signify patentability.\textsuperscript{280}

Moreover, the use of copying as proof of patentability may discour-
age firms from imitating their competitors' incremental product changes
when those changes arguably fall within the scope of a patent. Since the
ultimate beneficiaries of feature-by-feature competition and imitation are
consumers, a reduction in imitation might harm consumers most of all.

The patent system, in fact, strives at almost every turn to protect
routine imitation. The Supreme Court, for instance, in \textit{Lear Inc. v.
Adkins},\textsuperscript{281} struck down the right of a patentee to prohibit its licensees
from challenging the validity of a licensed patent. The underlying policy
was clear; the Court wanted to encourage licensees to challenge the valid-
ity of patents, and thereby act as vigilant guardians of high patent stan-
dards.\textsuperscript{282} Minor advances are to remain freely available to competitors.

Despite the general benefits of a firm policy in favor of imitation,
reliance on copying may be acceptable when it supplements a showing
that others have tried and failed to achieve the result claimed by the
patentee. In this context, evidence of copying constitutes an additional
showing of failure. Again, however, as pointed out in our earlier discus-
sion of failure of others evidence, we should insist on a preliminary show-
ing of parallel research. Without this, there is no proof that the infringer
copied the invention in frustration after she failed to solve the problem.

\begin{itemize}
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(Fed. Cir. 1986), \textit{cert. denied} 106 S. Ct. 3275 (1986); \textit{see also} Panduit Corp. v. Dennison Mfg. Co.,
774 F.2d 1082, 1099-1100, 227 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 337, 348-49 (Fed. Cir. 1985), \textit{vacated} 475 U.S. 804
\item \textsuperscript{280} See \textit{Cable Elec. Prods., Inc. v. Genmark, Inc.}, 770 F.2d 1015, 1028, 226 U.S.P.Q. (BNA)
881, 889 (Fed. Cir. 1984) ("It is our conclusion that more than the mere fact of copying by an
accused infringer is needed to make that action significant to a determination of the obviousness
1984) (copying of dimensions from patentee's product is not an objective indicium of
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\item \textsuperscript{281} 395 U.S. 653 (1969). For a critique of \textit{Lear}, on the basis that it prohibits small firm
licensors from shifting the risk of patent litigation to larger licensees and thus introduces greater
uncertainty into the R&D process, see \textit{Dreyfuss, Dethroning Lear: Licensee Estoppel and the
\item \textsuperscript{282} \textit{Lear}, 395 at 673-74.
\end{itemize}
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THE SECONDARY CONSIDERATIONS?

This section summarizes the arguments and analysis presented in the previous sections, and suggests how the courts ought to change their treatment of the secondary considerations in determining patentability.

A. Commercial Success

Reliance on commercial success as an indication of patentability is likely to produce two undesirable consequences. First, by losing sight of a patented invention's technical merits and the process by which it was developed, courts may make erroneous assumptions about the meaning of commercial success. Although the number of errors may vary according to the forces that affect a successful innovation, generally, a court will be more likely to draw incorrect conclusions than under a test that did not consider commercial success.

Second, courts risk rewarding efforts that the patent system is not designed to reward. The economic models of innovation explain that courts that use commercial success indiscriminately will overlook the importance of the revenue aspects of the innovation decision. As a result, courts will tend to reach incorrect results when measuring an invention for patentability. At its worst, reliance on commercial success rewards firms with a patent when they have successfully mastered aspects of innovation that are important in themselves, such as superior distribution or marketing skill, but are unrelated to the goal of the patent system: fostering technological invention.

The remedy is to link commercial success with failure of others.\textsuperscript{283} Using both factors bypasses the spurious inferential bridge between success and significant invention, thereby ensuring that patents reward pure invention and not market strategies. Moreover, the failure of others can often be established on the basis of readily available evidence, such as competitors' detailed records and the testimony of researchers in the industry.

As an alternative remedy for overreliance on commercial success, courts should tighten the requirements for accepting an innovation's success as proof of nonobviousness. Each element of the innovation process should be considered—those fostering success, and those inhibiting it. Courts should encourage patent challengers to introduce evidence on the

\textsuperscript{283} This approach is consistent with the reasoning of several older cases. See, e.g., Kaakinen v. Peckers Co., 301 F.2d 170, 173 (9th Cir.) (commercial success strong evidence of patentability when many trained artisans have been working on improvements similar to patentee's for many years), cert. denied, 371 U.S. 823 (1962); Georgia Pac. Corp. v. United States Plywood Corp., 258 F.2d 124, 133 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 358 U.S. 884 (1958).
full spectrum of demand-side factors contributing to success. As described in our earlier discussion of the economic literature on innovation, these factors may include: (1) existing product lines, whose profitability may deter entry into new product development races; (2) different research priorities and procedures based on experience in the market or firm-specific preferences (such as traditional emphasis on imitative research); (3) the patentee's superior market sensitivity, manifested for example in greater emphasis on user education, publicity, market forecasting, distribution, and service; and (4) the patentee's advertising and promotional activities.

B. Other Secondary Factors

As explained above, courts must begin to emphasize the importance of evidence concerning the failure of others in determining patentability, particularly when the patentee presents evidence of commercial success. No other secondary factor is as direct in its proof that the patentee has made a significant technical advance. No other factor is less subject to ambiguity. Finally, no other factor is as effective at placing the invention in the context of actual R&D competition.

With respect to the use of licensing evidence, a trial court should examine a checklist of circumstances surrounding the licensing agreements, representing the reasons other than technical superiority why a licensee might choose to license the particular patent in question: these include threats of suit, interfirm technology-sharing arrangements, and the terms of the licensing agreements. Only when these reasons are eliminated should a court be permitted to attribute licensing to the technical superiority of the invention and hence rely on it in deciding the issue of nonobviousness.

Long-felt need, we have seen, is a problematic factor. It suggests failed attempts by others but does not deliver proof of failure. It is therefore less helpful than direct proof of failure. Owing to the many factors that can lead firms to miss a market opportunity, or to intentionally ignore one, long-felt need should not be relied on to establish patentability.

The same is generally true of copying evidence. The patent system's emphasis on the free availability of nonpatented information suggests caution in the use of copying evidence. When used as the final step in proving failure of others, evidence of copying may have value, but only when it demonstrates abandonment of a failed attempt to invent the patented device or process.

A final word remains to be said about the effects of the doctrinal modifications suggested in this Article. Admirers of the Federal Circuit's efforts to bring stability to patent law have every reason to support
these proposed changes. As described in Section II, the court's decisions concerning the nexus requirement are confusing and difficult to reconcile; thus, they give the lower courts little guidance concerning the required relationship between secondary considerations and technical features of the patented invention. The changes proposed above are designed to ground the secondary considerations in the technical merits of an invention. The commercial success of an innovation may be attributable to many causes, but a showing of the failure of others makes it more likely that the right factor—technical superiority—is being rewarded. A requirement that courts systematically eliminate market-side factors in assessing the causes of success would serve much the same purpose.

CONCLUSION

I have argued in this paper that the Federal Circuit has used one of the secondary considerations outlined in the *Graham* opinion, commercial success, to partially transform patentability doctrine into an instrument that rewards innovation rather than invention. I have also pointed out problems in the court's use of the other secondary considerations—licensing, the failure of others, long-felt need, and copying. The Federal Circuit's use of all the secondary considerations reflects an implicit model of the innovation process that tends to underestimate the significance of market-side factors. Economic theory and empirical research demonstrate the shortcomings of such an approach; it is not only analytically flawed but also potentially inefficient and costly.

I have argued that an overemphasis on successful innovation, coupled with reduced attention to the presence or absence of a true invention, reinforces only one of the dual policy goals of the patent system: providing incentives to inventors. It ignores the goal of encouraging inventors to disclose technical information. Only when an inventor discloses something significant—something that is not obvious to the other practitioners of the art—is a patent warranted. When, on the other hand, a patent for an insignificant technical advance is mistakenly granted or upheld, society may suffer substantial costs because a technique that belonged to the public is made into private property.

Lest we grant and uphold too many patents on the basis of ill-considered evidence, we must temper our use of the secondary factors. The stakes are too significant, and the methods for remedying our present defects too close at hand, to permit the patent system to reward innovation at the expense of fostering disclosure. In order for the patent system to continue helping us address the economic challenges we face, it must continue to reward true invention, by looking beyond successful innovation for the presence of a significant technical advance.